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"I am not defending these four
Mr.
men," continued
Mclntyre.
"Their day will come. But is It not
most abnormal that, we find Charles
Becker here today charged with mur
der, while the four gunmen are un

M'INTYRE HAKES
A

PRE68 LEASED

MASTERLY

tried?"

WIFtE

OCTOBER

the capitulation of the Turkish town
of Kumanova

is momentarily expected here. The third Servian army, despite the desperate resistance of the
Turkish forces, has reached within
striking distance of the town.
As a result of yesterday's fighting
the Servians also gained command of
the river banks and marched on to
the plain of Kossova. where later in
the day they captured Prizsfctina.
WHOLE BALKAN PENINSULA BE- The capture of the heights near the
town of Novlpazar after stubborn
LIEVED TO BE SCENE OF
tfhting Is regarded as an important
CARNAGE
fc'iccess for the Servians.
Details of the Servian
casualties
have
not
been
are bebut
given
they
MOMENT
OF
ARE
FIGHTS
lieved to have been heavy. Extraordinary scenes are witnessed in the
THEY MAY DETERMINE THE OUT- towns and villages of old Servia when
'
COME OF THE TURKISH
they fall into the hands of the Ser
vian, troops. The Invaders are greet
WAR OPERATIONS
ed with open arms, and refreshments
are pressed upon the soldiers by the
CONFLICTING REPORTS COME IN inhabitants, who place
everything
4
they possess at the disposal of the

IL00DY BATTLES
BEING FOUGHT

"Why weren t they tried first? It
convict
Becker today
you should
three months hence these gunmen
would he tried before this bar.
Should they he acquitted what then
Why, you would have Becker in the
becker begins argu,
death house and these four men
ment
walking the streets of New York.''
"Red Phil" Davison, the slayer of
Jack Zelig, was arraigned before
ATTACKS STATE'S WITNESSES
Justice Goff today and pleaded noi
'
guilty to the indictment charging nim
SAYS THEY CONSPIRED TOGETH- with Zellg's murder. Justice Goff set
next Wednesday, October 30, as the
ER TO CAUSE BECKER'S
day for his trial and announced that
CONVICTION.
a special panel of talesmen would De
drawn' from which to pick a jury.
ROSE The arraignment took olace just be
ARRAIGNS
BITTERLY
fore the resumption this morning ot
the trial of Police Lieutenant Becker.
military authorities.
,
THE GAMBLER PLANASSERTS
Mr. Mclntyre criticized the district BOTH THE TURKISH AND ALLIED
ARMIES CLAIM TO BE ADNED PLOT TO ENTRAP
attorney for entering into a stipula
Bulgarian Army Wins Victory.
and
tion
with
Rose,
ScTiepps
others,
VANCING
Sofia, Bulgaria, Oct. 23 Terrific
THE POLICEMAN.
granting them immunity in case they
fighting was in progress today along
testified truthfully and had not fired
whole Bulgarian front, according
the
New York, Oct. 23. "Not a single
London, Oct. 23. Rloody, portenti- to official
the shots that killed Rosenthal.
dispatches. The Bulgarian
on every
person, save the confessed murderer,
Assistant District Attorney Moss ous battles are being fought
force operating against Adrainople
Beckside of the Balkan peninsula today,
Jack Rose, has ever connected
reached Arda, a redoubt situated on
summing up for the state this
While the
er with these' gun men." In these began
military experts believe.
afternoon.
the west of the Turkish stronghold.
coun
words, John F. Mclntyre, chief
"It is of no particular consequence allied armies of Bulgaria, Servia, Mon After a sharp engagement the Turxs
sel for Police Lieutenant Charles which of thesB six men indicted with tenegro and Greece have doubtless fled in
disorder, leaving 100 dead.
Becker, on trial charged with the Becker for the murder of Herman had the best of the preliminary skirTo the north of Adrainople several
murder of Herman Rosenthal, the Rosenthal fired the shot that killed mishes and continue to take small
advance Turkish positions have been
gambler, today sounded the keynote him," Mr. Moss said. "They are equal- Turkish fortresses, villages and towns,
captured by the Bulgarians after furof an appeal to the jurors to acquit
will
which
to
seen
side
it remains
be
ious fighting. The Turks fled preciply
guilty."
his client of the murder.
Mr. Moss charged Becker's counsel be more successful in the main bat- itately towards Adrianople, leaving
He told the jurors that In the first with
war.
having misquoted the testimony tles of the
many dead behind them.
Both Turks and Bulgarians claim
place they must find, before convict-ins- of Jack Rose and with failure to inTWker. that the four erunmen
in the vicinity
clude Rose's statement that Becker to be advancing
Campaign on Black Sea
I were guilty of the killing "otherwise
Everything seems to
told him he wanted Rosenthal mur- of Adriauople.
23. Another
BulgaSofia, Oot.
the case will fail." Rose could not be
deshot or croaked.' indicate that the Bulgarians have
dynamited,
dered,
rian
invaded
this
has
Turkey,
army
he charged, because he
believed,
Mr.' Mclntyre denied that he ha'd ployed the bulk of their main arm? time
the shore of the Black
along
was testifying to save his own lile.
lt
misrepresented the evidence. "That from the Mustapha
Sea. After occupying! the coast town
Sam Schepps, "Bridgie" Webber and is hot true and you Know it," he line to the
of Vasilico, it captured Tironovo, and
"muras
denounced
Vallon
he
Harry
his clenched fist in line and are attacking the Turkish is now
shouted,
shaking
The
advancing southward.
derers" with the same object in view. Mr. Moss' face.
front from the last named place and
movement of the invaders
important
the'
of
attacked
the
reliability
H,e
"It is true," retorted Mr. Moss, Adrianoule, while attacking the ex took the Turks by surprise. They
state's corroborating witnesses
treme Turkish right to the east of are
"and we will prove it."
and badly
demoralized,
Hallen, and charged that
From this latter point
sevburned
Turks
have
disciplined.
the district attorney "actuated by
reports have reached heer of serious eral large villages on the banks of
COAL RATES REDUCED
ambition" had "fathered a prosecuconflicts, the details of which, howev the river Struma.
"
u
tion framed up by crooks." Becker
Denver, Colo., Oct. 23. Railroads er., are withheld.
:'.A.:.,
'..
sat if'ith closed eyes during the ad- carrying coal from the huithern' ColoThe Servians, who are more free
Some Clever Repartee.
dress. His wife wept. The state rado fields to Denver were ordered to with news about their operations, conNew York, Oct. 23. A cahle dis
fixed
rates
effect
to
into
by
sums up this afternoon.
put
One of theii
day
tinue thein advance.
"I am defending an American, not the state railroad commission in a de- armies has taken the town of Prlzsh-tin- a patch from Paris contains the follow
ing account of the Deglnning of the
a murderer," said Mclntyre. "His cision handed down by District Judge
and the other is at the gates of
Balkan war:
deand
a
lawless
reductions
W.
are
The
Whitford.
accusers
vile;
Greeley
Kuman Ova.
"When the sultan of Turkey gave
ininvolved are: lump coal, from 80 cents
generate set, reeking in filth and
Serviun
An official report from the
for army mobilization he sent
orders
fair
the
75
tarnished
from
65
have
to
a ton
cents; mine run,
famy; they
commander soys that the Turkish
of milname of a great city a city more to 50 cents; slack, from 60 to 45. The troops, after offering a desperate re- to the czar of Bulgaria a sack
"Ferai- with
let
letter:
the
following
than
any
and
was'
Consumers'
generous
filed by the
case
philanthropic
sistance, are falling back along the nand Effendl: Mobilize if you like,
in the world. '
league against the Colorado and South- whole front and in their precipitate but be assured that
there are as many
"The district attorney has been ern, the Union Pacific and the Chica- retreat are leaving behind them quanas there are
in
soldiers
Turkey
be
misled, perhaps deceived. He may
go, Burlington and Quincy- railroad. tities of supplies and ammunition.
of millet in this sack. Now, it
grains
ambition
and
ambition
actuated by
Around the town of Novipaw brisk
you wish, declare war.'
often beclouds good judgment; but,
has been in progress for sevCOMPANY SUED.
POWER
fighting
"The czar's reply was in kind. He
a
prosefatnered
has
he
in the end,
Oct. 23. Suit for 1,552.45. eral days and the Servians are said sent
Denver,
much
smaller
a
very
cution framed up by crooks.
damages to government property has to have suffered severe losses They Back, filled with tiny grains of a
in
the
birth
its
had
trial
"This
been filed here by Attorney General have captured some of the surround- most violent red pepper of the coun
hearts of four murderers Rose, WIckersham against the Tellunrte ing towns, although Novip'.zar Itself
try. Wtih it went thp following dic
and Schepps
Webber, Vallon
is based Is holding out. Greek Official reports tation: 'Dear Sultan: The
claim
The
Power
company.
Bulgarians
of
whom,
self confessed assassins, all
on damage caused by the breaking disagree as to the situatio?. on the are not numerous, it is true, but be
to
men,
be
free
will
is
over,
when it
of two dams near Newmire in San Greek frontier. One of them reports assured that to stick your nose into
murder again if they please.
190K.
heavy fighting r.i the road between our affairs is like sticking it into
Miguel county in SeptemDer,
"Rose, as- the evidence shows, The reservoirs were owned by the the town of Elasaora and: the Turkish
our national condiment. Try it and
Rosencherished animosity against
Tellurite Power company.
base at the town of Servia. wuilo an- see; they'll sting you so snarply that
was
His
show.
feeling
will
as
I
thal,
other declares that the Turks are 'n the whole of Asia will not be able to
bitterer than gall. He despised the
full retreat. A similar state of affairs save you.' "
He conground on which he walked.
existed yesterday, when the Greeks
when
WAS
GUN'S
nived at his murder, and then,
?ave out that the Turks were fleeing
detected, a link had to be forged
and it turned out later that a big
pubThe
some one higher up.
SUM
LITTLE
attle was going on which had not RYAN KNEW ABOUT
MODES!
lic mind had been inflamed; hysteria
concluded when darkness stopped it.
ramprevailed; public clamor was
A. message received here from
pant. The evidence shows that the HE RECEIVED $13,500,000 FOR
by indirect route and datsmall
want
not
district attorney did
HARVESTER
22 says the Turkish fleet
October
ed
saw his opTRUST
fry, but big fish. Rose
a
has
left
torpedo boat flotilla to
of
portunity and the' framing up
blockade of the Bulga- BOOKKEEPER
out
the
FOR IRONWORKcarry
Becker then started."
New York, Oct. 23, J. P. Morgan rian coast... The Turkish battleships,
DAMAGGIVES
SOME
ERS
head
his
"Nothingi was cooler than
and Company received 165,000 shares it says are lying at the entrance of
ING TESTIMONY.
his
of
imagination
the
lightning
when
of stock for services in connection the liosphorus, and it is expected they
was playing In the sky.
with the formation of the Internation- are about to return to Constantinople Indianapolis, Oct.,
line with
"One needs but one wise man in al Harvester company'.' This stock on
will go Into the contentions of the defense that
which
after
and
refit
they
all
b
and
the company of crooks,
August 14, 1912 was valued at
the Mediterranean, and engage the only the McNamaras and Ortie E.
'
come wise, so rapid is the contagion.
fleet.
Greek
McManigal were responsible for exwith
his
man
'
We balance one
of
So testified William Hamilton,'
divided
are
forces
naval
The
Greek
plosions, Miss Mary Dye testified at
of good character; Rose,
'
J. P. Morgan and Company today at into three flotillas, one of which as the "dynamite conspiracy" .trial toa confessed assassin."
a continuation of the government's sisted in the landing of Greek troops day that Frank M, Ryan and other
Mr. Mclntyre then began to review
the International at Kalerina on the Gulf of Saloniki; officials of the Iron Workers union
hejaring agalinst
teswith
the
the evidence, beginning
The witness pro- another is holding Lemnos and a seldom were at headquarters when
Harvester
compay.
He
timony of the state's wtinesses.
duced a contract agreement dated third Is bombarding the Turkish port jobs were being blown up.
could
Becker
declared that before
August 13, 3902, providing for the de- of Provesa. '
Miss Dye, former bdokkeeper for
be found guilty, the jury must find
of certificates with the Morgan
J. J. McNamara, secretary of the Inin Constatinple
posit
Prisoners
were
actual
the
that the four gunmen
firm by Charles Deering, Cyrus H.
Association
of Bridge
About 1,000 Bulgarian prisoners of ternational
slayers of Rosenthal; otherwise the McCormick, Harold F. McCormlck, war
was
and Structural Iron
in
arrived
Constantinople,
Workers,
have
valid.
anff
not
proof is of conspiracy
P.
Richard
Howe,
McJames
Deering,
defense.
from
the
to
by
special dispatches
according
"if the others diu it," Mr. Mcln- W. H, Jones and John J. Flessner.
,
Namara
to
close
kept
headquarters,
Turkish
the
capital.
not
is
guilty,
tyre asserted, "Becker
The Important Turkish town of the witness said, but President Ryan
and you must find beyond reasonable
in the district of the same traveled about the country, visiting
If
Novlpazar
DIVitJEND.
It.
men
did
STEEL
NEW
doubt that, the gun
was
case
captured by the Servians Tndianapolis only once a month. The
New York, Oct. 23. The Republic name,
you have any doubt about It, the
had charged that in
an- today after severe fightlnu, according government
Steel
company
.and
today
Iron
fails."
from
checks
news
a
one
signing
to
agency
payable to McNamara
of
dispatch
Mr. Mclntyre spoke slowly and nounced a quarterly dividend
he knew the money
The troops suffered Ryan showed
Servia.
on
s
cent
Nish,
its
voice
above
his
per
and
evenly, hardly raising
was being used for dynamiting: Miss
sus- heavy losses.
were
tone
stock.
Dividends
at
conventional
preferred
the ordinary
Dye said Ryan often signed quantisome time
first, but pitching it in a higher key pended by the company
ties of blank checks which were filled
Kumanova Ready to Capitulate
as lie proceeded. Justice Goff closed ago, owing to adverse trade
Belgrade, fc'e't'a, Oct. 23 News uf in by McNamara as needed.
his eyes as he sat on the bench.
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IS CAUGHT

points on the border. But so far the
United States or Mexican secret ser
to expose any

vice has been unable

PROSPERITY OR A

plan other than a general expecta

tion that the state of Chihuahua
soon revolt against the Madero
ernment and ally itself with
Felix iaz movement launched in
state, of Verft Cruz,

WITHOUT ANY
TROUBLE

will
gov

RETURN

the
the

TO

AOS

'

Alexander Dye Resigns.
CONGRESSMAN
Douglas, , Oct. 23, Alexander V FORMER
COLE
FEDERAL ARMY TAKES THE NEW
Dye, American consul to Mexico for
PUTS IMPORTANT QUESTION
INSURRECTO LEADER OF
the last three years, today forward
TO NEW MEXICO.
MEXICO
ed his resignation, to Washington.
not
his
is
The cause of
retirement
made known. Consul Dye recently TARIFF MUST BE RETAINED
VERA
CRUZ IS RECAPTURED
has been stationedl at Nogales and
has been active in the Investigations
IF IT IS REMOVED WOOL AND
GOVERNMENT along the Arizona border.
FORCES OF THE
OTHER INDUSTRIES WILL
GAIN CITY WITH LITTLE
IS ILL.
QUEEN
BE RUINED.
BLOODSHED
Oct
;3
Hague,
Netherland,
Queen Wilhelmiria 1m baei suffer
In f tor several days from a slight JAFFA
DESERVES SUPPORT
REBELS
AREJLL DISARMED indisposition. This, acvv'.g to av
official b: Letln tends to Bispel the
AND
NO MORE TROUBLE IS EXPECTED hope taat iy;r majesty entertained cf BECAUSE HE IS EFFICIENT
BELIEVES IN PROTECTIVE
the tnrono.
the birth of an heir
FROM RELATIVE OF FORMER
of the
The bulletin adds: Condition,
PRINCIPLES.
PRESIDENT
"
queen is satisfactory.
.

,

Vera Cruz, Mex.,
Oct 23. Felix
DEAD MAN FOUND
Diaz, with the whole of his staff, was
Denver, Colo., Oct. 23. The bod
captured today and all the rebels dis- ;f a man, believed to be George R.
armed.
The casualties were insigni-cant- . Millet of Denver, wns found
today
in the Platte river at the foot of Third
General Luis Valdez, and Colone'i street. The
clothing had been torn
Jimenez Castro, with their respective from the
body on which were two
columns of federal troops, were the
deep knife wounds.
first to entem the place. They were
met with only slight resistance.
TO SAVE LIFE.
of the
Colonel Jose Diaz Ordaz,
Denver, Oct. 23. "Conservation ot
Twenty-firs- t
infantry, who joined Fe- Life Day" will be observed throughlix Diaz with his troops when he first out Colorado Sunday, according
to
proclaimed the revolution, has not plans of the Rocky Mountain Public
.
yet been captured. He is a cousin of Health association.
Felix Diaz.
When the federal troops entered
8TREET CAR RIOTS.
the city ttrey first took possession
Salem, Mass., Oct. 23. Street car
house.
of the customs
They then riots at Lawrence during the textile
seized the municipal
bufiuThgs and strike last winter formed the basis
the telegraph office. The majority for testimony today in the trial of
of the men of the rebellious Nine Ettor, Giovannittl and Caruso, cnarg-eteenth regiment of infantry surren
with responsibility for the murdered their arms without fighting. der of Anna Liopizzo.
Employes ot
The barracks in which Felix Diaz the Bay State Street Car company
and his followers had concentrated testified to attacks upon street cars
were then surrounded.
and passengers Dy strikers on tne
morning of Jtndary'29. The windows
Salazar to Take Juarez for Diaz
were smashed and passengers were
Los Angeles, Calif.. Oct. 23. Gen driven from the cars and some of
eral Emiliano Salazar, Mexican revo them assaulted and tne trolley wires
lutionary leader, and admitted sym torn down.
pathizer of General Felix Diaz, after
several days' stay in Los Angeles, left
FIVE BANKERS CONVICTED
tonight for Mexico with the avowed
Memphis, Oct. 23. Five bankers
intention of marching a force of 500 who have been on trial here charged
revolutionists against Juarez, accord- with conspiracy to defraud were
ing to the Times. Before leaving this found guilty today by a federal jury.
city, Salazar stated that his men were W. C. White, a former director of the
well armed, provided with six field All Night
and All Day bank of
to capture Memphis, and the Union Trust comipieces and determined
Juarez. He predicted the fall of that pany of Hot Springs, also named in
city with 72 hours and the defection the indictment, was acquitted.
of fully half of the federal garrison
Those convicted are: E. L. Hendry,
theer to the ranks of the rebels. Af- former president of the Memphis All
ter the contemplated attack upon Night and Day bank; H. C. Wynne,
Juarez, Salazar said, his men were former president ot the Little Rock,
beginning a march southward to ef- Ark., All Night and Day bank; Abner
fect a junction with General Zapata. Davis, former president of the All
Oklahoma
He stated Felix Diaz was familiar Night and Day bank of
with all his plans.
City; C. A. Bonds, former president
Salazar said hia trip to Los Angeles of the Kansas City All Night and Day
was made to confer with rebel sym- bank, and J. H. Brooks, former direcpathizers here and had been fraught tor of the Memphis bank and head
with many dangers because he was of a local lumber company.
well known along the International
boundary.
d

ROOSEVELT DEVELOPS

News is Being Suppressed
'
Mexico City, Oct. 23. The Mexican
A HEARTY APPETITE
capital is without news of the events
Vera
at
that are transpiring today
Cruz, other than the information con- WOUNDED PROGRESSIVE CANDI
tained in Associated Press dispatchDATE DEMANDS BREAK- es which sometimes manage to strugFAST EARLY.
gle past the censor and which are in
direct contradiction of the official preOyster Bay, Oct. 23. A long night's
sentations.
sleep largely ..offset the wearisome
Several morning newspapers, in- effects of Colonel Roosevelt's trip
cluding the Nueva Era, the offlcjal or- from Chicago to Oyster Bay and he
gan. Issued extra editions giving vivid was greatly refreshed wuen e,awok.
accounts of federal success and rebd. this morning. He at once declared
misfortunes but the reports are given that he was- hungry and his .breakno credence here.
fast was prepared an hour before the
Other dispatches received here in usual time.
dicate that General Agullar, a rebel Word was given out that no visit-tor- s
would be permitted to see Cololeader, with a strong force Is moving
In the rear of the federal troops along nel Roosevelt today.
His physicians
told him yesterday he must see no
the Mexican railway.
one until Thursday and that upon his
Orozco Forces are Defeated
obedience of their order for absolute
Chihuahua, Oct, 23. A force of rest might depend his chances of recommanded
Orozco adherents,
by suming the work of the campaign
Manuel Caravo was defeated today later.
with considerable loss by the federal
Tomorrow, If the patient continues
troops at Maljona near Cotame, in to improve, he probably will be
to see George W. Perkins,
the state of Chihuahua.
Senator Dixon, William II. Hotch- klss. New York state progressive
Refugees in El Paso.
El Paso, Tex., Oct. 23. Political chairman, and a few, other leaders
refugees from Mexico,- men promi- for a short conference at which he
nent in the various recent revolu- will once more take charge of the aftions, are arriving here from various fairs of the party.
,

.

.

-

per-mltte-d

'If every voter could cast his bal
directly for prosperity," said
former Congressman Raipn Cole ol
Ohio, during the course of an address
at the Duncan opera house last even
ing, "the result would be unanimous."
Mr. Cole then demonstrated that the
republican party, through the carry
ing out of its principles for 16 years,
hag established uequalled prosperity
in the United States. He urged the
voters to forget old party allegiances
and grievances and vote the republi
can ticket next month, declaring that
the reelection of Resident Talt
means not only a continuance but
an increase of prosperity.
To show that the country haa been
prosperous under republican admin
istrations Mr. Cole called attention to
the fact that in 1892, under the demo
cratic policy of free trade, farm products were selling at ridiculously low
figuers; but in spite of the low mar
ket, the people who needed provisions
and other articles had no money and
were unable to purchase them.
Leaders of both great parties realized that something must be done rx
relieve this condition. Bryan, In his
1896 campaign, suggested the coimige
of more money, to which McKJnley,
the republican candidate, replied:
"We need not more money but more
business."
Bryan declaiied: "We
must have free silver." McKinley as
serted the country's industries need
ed protection. The voters adopted
thje McKinley program and the country at once became prosperous once
more. Factories resumed operations,
prices came up to a normal figure
and persons who needed the products
of the fields and factories fount
themselves in the possession of suf
ficient money to buy them.
"That condition has prevailed for
Hi years," declared
Mr. Cole. "It
would seem that the American people would realize that prosperity has
come under the republican principle
of protection. Instead, however, the
dietaocratlc party is still trying to
bring about a discontinuance of that
lot

policy."
Mr. Cole read extracts from the
democratic platform of 1S92 and that
of 1912. In both platiorms it was

reiterated that tne democratic party
holds
it unconstitutional for the
country to lay a tariff for protection,
the tariff being for the purpose ot
revenue only. Mr. Cole inquired why
the people of New Mexico should believe Mi- -. Harvey B. Fergusson, democratic candidate for congress from
this state, would vote to protect New
M,exico industries when he is running upon a platform declaring the
principle of protection is unconstitutional.
Mr. Cole declared the leaders of the democratic . party, ,; Oscar
Underwood

and Champ Clark, would

dictate the poliicy of that party in
the house of representatives should
it again control that branch or the
national lawmaking body. He quoted
Champ Clark's utterance to the effect that he would burn down every
custom house if he had the power to
do so. He read some remarks of Mr.
to the effect that ne
Underwood
would do away entirety with the principle of protection if he were capable
of accomplishing such an end.
In contrast to tne ' utterance of
these men Mr. Cole placed the administration of President Taft, who
fearlessly vetoed legislation which
would have ruined the wool industry
of the United States, in which is invested $500,000,000. Mr. Cole showed
(Continued

on Page Four)
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PAROLED CONVICT
RETURNS

WILLIAMS "ROSARY" COMES

CHOSEN GRAND

TO

STRAIGHT FROM

NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL

23,

191

f

Women's and Misses'

Santa Fe, N.

M., Oct. 23. Alvan
White, state superintendent of
public instruction, has returned from
Boise, Idaho, where he represented
New Mexico at the meeting of the
National Association of State School

FLANNELETTE

N.

El

CIAGO

MASTER

NEW MEXICO MASONS HONOR PLAY WHICH WILL BE. HERE
LAS VEGAS MAN AT GRAND
NEXT WEEK HAS WON MUCH
LODGE MEETING.
POPULARITY.

MAN SENT UP FROM THIS COUN.
TY PROVES TO BE A BAD
WQNTBRE.

Direct from Its successful three
Albuquerque, N. M., Oct 23. Offi- cery for the ensuing year were elect months' run in Chicago, "The Rosary,'
ed yesterday by the grand lodge, A. a beautiful new play from the pen of
P. and A. M., which began I ts thirty-fourt- h Edward E. Rose, and produced by the
annual communication in Al well known theatrical managers,
M. R. Williams of Jbas Messrs. Gaskill and MacVitty, will be
buquerque.
Vegas was chosen grand master, to presented at the Duncan opera house
succeed "W. B.. Walton of Silver City Wdenesday night, October 30.
One can see the effect of thought
whose term of office expires tomor
row. The newly elected officers will
be Installed this evening. Following
of crime.
Haskley, who Is a doctor by pro- the Installatoin it la probable that
fession, 6G years old and a native ot the grand lodge will be The guests
Michigan, was sentenced for from one of Temple Lodge No., 6 at a banquet.
to three years for forgery in San M- The officers elected today are as foliguel county November 24, 1911. rie lows:
Grand master, M. R. Williams, Las
was assigned to the Bernalillo county road gang and about a month ago Vegas; deputy grand master, Walter
senior grand
was paroled. He was an exemplary P. Chisum, Roswell;
prisoner. Haskley is an educated man warden, Nathan Jaffa, Roswell; junior grand warden, R. F. Hare Mesilla1
and appears to be an expert forger.
Ma-loFollowing his release he secured Park; grand treasurer, Arthur J.
gramd secretary,
board at the Highland house, and
Albuquerque;
about 8 o'clock last night asked Mrs. Alpheus A. Keen, Albuquerque, The
Mary E. Duncan, the owner of tne appointive officers will be named
boarding house, to cash a check lor late today.
f20 to which was forged the name
SOCORRO IS REPUBLICAN
of a prominent business mon. The
check was gashed, Haskley repreAlbuquerque, N. M., Oct. 23. That
senting that the maker of the check Socorro county will return Its usual
wanted the money himself for use substantial majority for the republi
In a poker game. The man In ques- can ticket on November 5, is tbl
tion was never known to play poker opinion of H. O. Bursum, former state
SCENE FROM ''THE ROSARY.''
or any other game of chance, but the chairman, who was In Albuquerque
hotel proprietress let herself be
en iroute from his home in Socorro to
upon the different individuals who
to hand over the money and Santa Fe on a business mission.
One charwhen at 12 o'clock Haskley showed
"I see no reason why the candidate witness the performance.
up with another check for $ 20 and on the republican ticket should not acter is that of a business man who
the same story, she again paid over secure the normal majority in Socor is happily married to a wife who loves
the money. Some time after 2 o'clock ro county this year," said Mr. Bur-su- him, but his thought is wrong. He
"While some lack of Interest harbors fear, doubt, and unbelief in
Haskley again appeared with a check
for 6,000 signed (i. H. Farr, a fic- ia apparest among the republicans the good that lies all around him. He
titious name, and made payable to the same apathy is evident among our loses all fortune, home, wife even
the same business man. Haskley opponents, and will likely result in a his own
(Jo and see
said he wanted the entire amount. smaller vote than usual, but I do not How does it all end
Mrs. Duncan said she had only ?28 believe It will affect the republican "The Rosary."
In the house, but consented to let majority.
Haskley, have that, taking the ?6,000
"The third term movement has
WANT EASTERN STAR HOME.
check as security.
made but little Inroads on the repub
Cedar Rapids, la., Oct. 23. The
Haskley did not return this morn- lican vote in Socorro or adjacent
annual meeting of the
ing and Mrs. Duncan summoned the counties, and in my judgment, will thirty-fiftpolice. Haskley appears to have left only have the effect of depriving the Iowa grand chapter of the Order of
Albuquerque on one of the morning democrats of the votes of a large the Eastern Star, which settled down
trains and is believed to have gone number of disgruntled republicans to business here today, is featured oy
south. The penitentiary and all coun- which last year were cast for the a spirited contest of rival cities to
ty and town officers have been fur- democratic candidates on the state secure the Eastern Star Masonic
home. The home was formerly lonished with the facts and a descrip- ticket.' ' V
cated
at Hoone, but it was destroyed
tion,
by fire last spring. Hoone is making
!AKE MOHONK CONFERENCE.
VERMONT SUNDAY SCHOOLS.
a strong effort to have it. rebuilt
'
Barre, Vt, Oct. 23. A large attend- there, while Marshalltown and Cedar
.Lake Mohonk, N. Y Oct. 23 Conditions in the Philippines and in ance marked the opening here to- Kapids are offering strong inducePorto Rico are to be thoroughly dis- day of the annual convention of the ments to secure the institution.
cussed at the annual meeting of the Vermont Sunday School association.
famous Lake Mohonk Conference ot The meeting will last three days and
Friends of the Indian and Other De- will have as speakers W. C. Pearce
NATIONAL DAIRY SHOW.
pendent Peoples, which assembled of Chicago, H. S. Conant of Boston
Chicago, 111., Oct. 23. Chicago exhere today for a four days' session. and several other Sunday school pects to entertain upwards of 50,000
In addition, the conference is to give workers of national reputation.
visitors during, the week beginning
its attention to the Alaskan natives
tomorrow, the occasion being the Naand alleged grievances of the Indians
tional Dairy show which takes place
FIELD TRIALS
in Colorado, California and Oklahoin the international pavilion at the
ma.
Prominent among those who
Hamilton, O., Oct. 23 Scores of stock yards. The National Butter
will present papers or addresses are handsome pointers and setters, the Makers' association, the InternationW. Cameron Forbes, governor-genera- l
product of years of careful breeding al Milk Dealers' association and a
of the Philippines; Frank Pedley, and training, are entered in the an- number of other large associations
deputy superintendent of Indian Af- nual trials of the Central States Field connected with the dairy industry
fairs in Canada, and Governor John Trial club, which began today on the will hold their annual conventions in
A. DIx of New York.
club preserves near this city.
Chicago during the week of the show.
Albniitierque, N. M., Oct. 23. Tne
New Mexico penitentiary authorities,
the Albuquerque police ana the peace
officers of the state are busily engaged thiB evening In looking for one
John Haskley, paroled convict, who
was given his freedom from the con
vlct road camp north of Albuuerue
less than 30 days ago ana who has
lost no time in returning to a career
1
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French Fried Potatoes madeML
11 not,
puuiener
you've never eaten rTt'2K1
.
i
i iicu i uLdtues at tneir Desr.
Lottolene makes them rich and crisp and
mg but never greasy.
you have been frying and shortening your food
with butter, try

DID YOU ever eat
wiui
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superintendents.
Mr. White
aid yesterday: "The
conference was well attended, especially by the western superintendent
and closed after a two days' sessloi.
held in the house ot representatives
at the Idaho capital. The bureau of
education at Washington was repre
sented ably by Dr. Harlan Updegraff.
Educational problems were fully' dis
cussed and many Important acUons
were taken, especially In the matter
of uniform certification of teachers
In the various states, reciprocal relations, accredited Institutions, standard college libraries and sfcanddard
courses for high schools. The edu
cators were delightfully entertained
by the clUsens of Boise, being guests
e
at a
luncheon given by the
domestic science claae of the high
school. We were taken by the commercial club on a motor trip about the
city and to the large apple orchards
near the city, where we were shown
several large establishments for packing and shipping Idaho, fruit"
Before the close of the meeting, Mr.
White was called upon to discuss the
school laws and conditions In New
Mexico, which he did quite fully, ac
cording to the account given In the
"Idaho Statesman", a leading daily of
.

Boise.

mended by leading physicians, domestic science authorities, and culinary experts generally, as being more
wholesome, digestible and producing better food.
Lottolene is a vegetable product pure in
source and making and is bound
to be better and safer than lard.
JIT

Try this Recipe
Pare the potatoes, shave
in very thin slices, or cut
in straws, y2 in. strips, dice
or crescents. Soak in cold
water, drain dry on a napkin, and cook few at a time
in b Aet in deep hot
Drain and season
with salt

Superintendent White asked that
the matter be left open, as he was
sure Santa Fe would like to extend
an lnvltatkm, when he had submitted
the matter to the chamber of commerce. It is hie opinion that the various superintendents would love to
visit this city and that there is a
splendid chance of securing the meeting next year, if the chamber of commerce and the citizens will immediately interest themselves In the matter.
Although next to the younges state
superintendent, Mr. White is rapidly
forging to the front in national education matters!, and the honor bestowed upon him at the Boise meeting will be fully appreciated by the
citizens of his home state.
Game Warden Baca today announced that he had appointed ten special
deputies to patrol the Colorado-NeMexico border and arrest all hunting
deer without license. This action fol
lows many complaints that Colorado
sportsmen are active during the same
season without paying the J10 fee for
a license.
New Company
Articles of incorporation were filed
in the office of the state corporation
commission by the Mountainair Mercantile company with offices at Mountainair and Joseph H. White the statutory agent. The company Is capitalized at 125,000 divided into 250 shares
at $100. The Incorporators are J. J.
White, 24 shares; Tanores Tabet, i3
shares, and John Tabet, two shares.
Arrested at Chama
The mounted police department has
received word that Edward Gallegos
has been arrested by
Mounted
Policeman Loveless on the charge of

causing a disturbance.
Taxes Collected
The following is the percentage of
the 1911 taxes collected by the various counties of the state to September 30, 1912, based on the amount re-- ,
mitted to the state treasurer:
Bernalillo
Chaves

.....89.30
93.70
82.94
82.74
g2.70

Ana
,

93.2G

Guadalupe
Lincoln

80 21
94.07
95.23

L"na
McKinley
Mora
Otero
Quay
Rio Arriba
Roosevelt
Sandoval

9G.0S

..7519
;

SS.41

9i.H
,

...!..

San Juan
San Miguel
Santa Fe

,

Sierra

V

'IV

Made only by THE N. K. FAIEBANK COMPANY
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Garments.

New patterns, new

This season we have a splendid variety of these desirable garments.

style models, perfect fitting and serviceable and qualities to meet the demand of all.

PETTICOATS

GOWNS
65c

10

35ctoSI.50

$3.00
f

Buster Brown
Shoes For
Boys and Giris

Laa Vecai'Leadirt

Store

Frankel

&.tts&nwti&tr6 Son
EataHivhed

Fifteen Suits
For Men

South SidoVlavja

1362

Taos
Torrance
Union
Valencia
Average

CAPITAL PAID IN

SURPLUS
$50,000.00

$100,000.00

I V)

J. M. Cunningham, President

Prank Springer,

t.

D- -

T- -

Hos' Cashie

VEGAS
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Las Vegas Svings'Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank
Win. G. UaydoD
H. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

Interest Pa.ld

President
President
Treasurer
.

Vice

on Deposis
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WHY'-

IT PHY 8

TO B&Y

Because the advertiser has done something to
inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his
prod
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his

statements.

He can be trusted because his very business existence is at
stake
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his
capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to
make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but
it
- is the advertiser's
guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised
goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

Always Pays

to Buy

Advertised Goods

75.51
90.4s
5s. GS
73.53
77.78
.70.71
.

...70.57

hooorro

e.

h

,

which
committee,
comprises the officers of the associa
tion, was elected as follows: Superintendent A. C. Nelson, of Utah, chairman,
Superintendent Alvan N. White, of New Mexico, and
of
Superintendent L. R. Alderman,
Oregon. The committee was empowered to select the next place of meeting and prepare the program, etc
Olympian Washington and St. Paul
Minnesota,
extended Invitations for
the meeting next year.
,

Dona
Eddy

one-thir- d

1

For these cool nights and mornings there is no- thing more practical and comfortable than Flannelette

.The executive

Cwy

bit as good, at less .than
the price.
If you are using lard for shortening and frying, we would
simply suggest that Lottolene is recognized and recom-

ill

five-cours-

Grant
is every

Gowns and Petticoats

78.17
.92.57

:

'

6G.05

,

W. A. Rimes, Rust on, La., writes:
'Sometime ago I took Foley Kidney
Pills, and must confess the results
have been marvellous, for I feel like
85.23 a new man.
I suffered from kidney

.86.83
95.70

and bladder troubles, hut Fnlov itm.
WANTED
ney Pills fixed me. I will recommend
them to all sufferers from kidney trou- office.
ble." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
dv.
Drug
Hverybody

cinan
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TERRIBLE ITCHING

SAY BUSINESS

BIG

Leg for Some Twenty
Years. Obliged to Lie in Bed.
In Spots Raw as Beef,
Cuticura
Soap and Ointment Cured.

Very Sore

IE
INDUSHEALTHY
CROPS,
TRIAL CONDITIONS AND
LACK OF "BOOM."

1700 West 40tb Ave, Denver, Colo.
sore log. It troilbled me for
some twenty years and finally broke out to
a running soro wltn mucn
gzySf".
rover ana torrmie ltcnmg and
It burned and
burning.
Itched so badly I could not
rest day or night and was
obliged to Ho in bed. The
sores were in spots Just as
raw as a piece of beef. I used
medicine yet It wouldn't heal.
1
Seulng the advertisement for
Cuticura Soap and Ointment I Immediately
wrote for some. The immediate cure was
more remarkablo than 1 can describe. 1 was
(Signed) Mrs. Curry
completely cured."
Brown, April 11, 1912.

" I had a vory

LASVECAS' GREATEST WEW STORE FOR MEN

New York, Oct. 23 That the United States never before within the recollection of the present generation
of business men has faced such encouraging prospects, for a
era of prosperity is the remarkable testimony adduced by delegates from all parts of the country
attending a meeting ot mortgage and
. For months we have been
preparing for this event gatherInvestment bankers here this week.
nature
of
these
business
the
their
By
ing together remarkable values in the season's choicest show
men naturally are well posted conings.
cerning the situation and outlook m DANDRUFF AND FALLING HAIR
their own communities and states and
Cured by Cuticura Soap and Ointment.
i
it is noteworthy that there was not
3821
Hoover St., Los Angolos, Cal.
From
tha
builders in America we have asclothes
greatest
a dissenting opinion among them as " After using Cuticura Soap and Ointment
to the promising outlook which the for two months for a vory bad case of dansembled together a brilliant array of the newest and finest in
cured.
business situation now presents. A druff and falling hair I was entirely
reAs
a
last
out
came
hair
gradually.
men's ready-to-wea- r
garments.
classification of the views advanced My
..v..ViV.v.vyA.:
'
sort I tried Cuticura Soap and Ointment.
v tit
reshows that three main factors are
New hair soemed to come In almost immeis thick, glossy and
garded as being chiefly responsible diately. Now my hair Mrs.
Our "morefor-your-money- "
C, M. Saner,
policy is bound to win your
(Signed)
The first and luxurious."
Ifor this situation.
Mar. 18. 1912.
most immediate is tnat
approval .
Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment are
Liberal sample of
yields of most of the country's sold throughout the world.
Skin Book.
with 32-important crops have been harvested each mailed free,"Cuticura, Dept.T, Boston."
It is our ambition to make this the store you will instinct-- ,
at a time when Europe's, crops are
men should use Cuticura
below normal, thereby assuring good Soap Shaving Stick, 25c. Sample free.
ively turn to when you think of good clothes and to that end
prices and general prosperity to the
we are exerting ourselves to the utmost to deserve your esteem.
farmers. The second reason given Rosalsky mentioned casually that in
by most of these observers is that 48 hours previous there had been 14
4business generally is in a sounff"and killings in New York. This estab
Prominent in our showing are the
conservative condition with the lishes a new high record even for the
over
not
expandmerchants
of
stocks
metropolis which has grown accused, collections prompt, ho fgfeit tomed to a rate ot one murder a day
speculative movement under way and and Judge Rosalsky's comment woke
'
nothing In the nature of a "boom up a good many citizens to the ser.
The
reaction.
with Its Inevitable
iousness of the homicidal epidemic
third reason adduced by a majority of that prevails. Five murders took
these business men Is that the open- place in a single afternoon recently
ing of the Panama canal will give a almost under the shadow of the new
decided stimulus to American com- municipal .office
building opposite1
merce, and especially to southern and City Hall Park. The incident passed
Pacific coast ports, whether foreign almost unnoticed because it happen
and that is the best endorsement we know. These are the
or American shipowners derive the ed in Chinatown where killings by
clothes
the best dressed men in Las Vegas are going to wear
chief benefit of handling this increas- wholesale have become a common
this coming Fall and Winter.
While various other place. Chinatown has, "gone dry"
ed business.
factors were mentioned as operative and most of Its famous resorts are
in certain sections, these were the closed, but there were Chinamen
Our showing includes the newest models in two and three
broad reasons given for anticipating enough left to start the trouble. The
button sacks constructed of
a long and uninterrupted season of policemen who heard the rattle of
fabrics from the finest
prosperity for American Industry.
rapid shots at half past three in the
and
Scotch, English
domestic mills.
afternoon ran up and saw the end of
Panama Canal to Boost Gotham.
In
every
circles
the fight. Five men were dead in
While business
Some elegant opening specials at
part of the country are speculating the street or dying In doorways,
as to what the Panama canal will do three more were badly hurt, three
for this, that or the other port, and heavy revolvers still hot from the
what Us general effect on the coun- firing were lying on the sidewalk.
try's trade will be, New York is look- The officers caught two men with
ing hopef ully to the completion of the revolvers In their hands and made a
great ditch to help solve what is general haul ot the neighborhood for
fast becoming a problem of unman- witnesses. Nearly a hundred shots
Copyright 1912
ageable proportions here. In the past were fired, and only one of thje dead
The House o (
10 years eight million immigrants was in battle, the rest being passers
m
Kuppenheimer
from
States
have come to the United
by who were taken by surprise. This
seven was only one more battle of the
Europe and of these nearly
million or over 80 per cent have used "tongs" which have bepn fighting a
New York as their gateway to the murderous war in Chinatown for 20
TIES IN NEWEST SHADES
THE NEW FALL HATS ARE HERE
ELEGANT FALL SHIRTINGS
new world. More than a million of years. It Is noted that four of the
An unusually complete selection in
these, from choice or necessity, have other shootings which Judge Rosa!
All the newest in percales, linens,
wings, the new
made their horns in this city and sky mentioned were in fights of gun
smartest shapes, colors, styles and
woolens and madras in either soft or
this tendency to settle down close to men or gangsters.
vet ties the knitted cross bar also
blacks. The new derbies in browns and
sfiff cuff models. We have them in all
their point of arrival, which is es
Monkey Criminal Detected.
Also
fedoras
felts.
and
velours
blacks,
knitted ties in checks and stripes an i
The fingerprint system of identi
pecially marked among certain nastyles still, plaited or plain bosoms
and the new English clothe hats very
tionalities, is responsible for much of fication has now been established in
unusual selection
all the new shades and colors
the ovjrcrowding from which the for the Cetral Park zoo, and the keepers
dressy
eign quarters of the city are now suf there have" made up their minds that
35c to $1.50
$2.00 to $5.00
$1.00 to $2.50
in this modern
fering. When It becomes possible to there Is something
carry immigrants direct from Europe criminal science after all. In one
to Pacific coast ports it is expected corner of the famous, "monkey house"
that this pressure will be relieved there is a monkey hospital. Five or
to a certain degree. At the same time six patients are often laid ud there
a supply of labor will be provided for at once, for the captive monkey is
those western states In which it is famous for the frequency with which
needed. Hawaii, too, whicn has been he needs repair. The hospital milk
BEN LEWIS, Ptop.
COORS BUILDING
striving both by official and unoffi- supply ran, suspiciously low not long
cial efforts to secure Caucasian im- ago, and the news leaked out that
migration in its effort to make and there had been stealing, and that the
to keep itself a "white man's coun- thief was some one of the occupants
try" will be able to tap this stream of the premises. It was to find the
and to attract Europeans In place of criminal that Pat Kjennan, who has
the Asiatic labor on which It has handled "monkeys for 40 years,
unwillingly ' to de- hatched his great detective scheme.
been compelled
the
in
past but which is now He prepared slips of paper, Indexed
pend
effectively barred out. Oddly enough according to the best police headquar
this is oiiet of the new anticipated ef- ters regulations, mixed linseed oil
fects of the canal that seems likely and lampblack Into a mess that look
to please every section affected by it. ed like bad molasses and smelled like
New Murder Record.
something catching, and then set out
a
on a
canvass of the
in
di!JiiaiT,iag"
lha
jury
Whils
he collected more than 60 sets of monkey finger sent sent across the continent from
murder case the other day Judge population In which
ROBBERY IS CAIMED
received nothing worse than severe NOTABLE WEDDING IN OTTAWA.
prints. Three days later a
Oregon and Washington. Then to
bruises.
Ottawa, Ont, Oct. 23 Many perSan Marcial, N. M., Oct. 23. C. K
can was found empty, with a
make It a still more representative
sons of prominence attended the wedtint of thumb and monkey lot, there were some 8,000 boxes ot Alderson, Santa Fe "erakommt, and a
ding here today of Miss Germalne
forefinger on the two sides of the lid. pears' from California.
These and stockman who was in charge of.tws
Nantol, daughter of the Hon. W. B.
NORTH DAKOTA EDUCATORS.
The evidence was only circumstan many of the apples make a journey race horses en route between AlbuGrand Porks, N. D., Oct. 23. The Nantol,. the Dominion minister of inNo truth is more forcibly manifested in physical life than the old tial, but It was strong enough to ob- of over 10,000 miles
by the time they querque and El Paso, have been ar- annual convention of the North Da- land revenue, and O. A. Seguln, a
of healthy ancestry are
as
the
for
offspring
"like
like;"
just
begets
tain indictment, trial and a suitable r,each their destination. The fruit rested and taken from hero to the kota
saying
Educational association was prominent lawyer of this city.
blessed with pure, rich blood insuring good health, so the children of blood-tainte- d sentence for the little Bengal ape win
go in cold storage to get It safe- county Jail at Socorro on the charge
circulation
which
fosters
a
a
chain
inherit
of
in this city today with an
polluted
opened
parentage
so
who was not
named because ly past the tropics and It will be a of irobbtng!
Rodriguez attendance of visiting teachers the
Encarnaicjlon
scrofulous troubles. The usual sign of a scrofulous inheritance are swollen Julia,
TO HEAR PIPE LINE CASE.
sores and ulcers she looked the part.
good two weeks on the journey. Com- and his brother, employes of the
in the history of the associaglands about the neck, weak eyes, pale, waxyarecomplexions,
largest
Washington, D. C, Oct 23 The
most
often manifested in
mercial men here use this fact a American Lutrr company In the tion's
symptoms
and treneral poor health. These
American Apples Go South. ,
ses,
General
i
yearly
meetings.
"pipe line case" will be aired
T...t.
..i.
is rcacneuj
Kaiiy iiiKf wiuugu Duiuciiuica mummy
The steamer Verdi sailed for Bue- point a moral the need of a fast Zunl mountains and throwing them sions and conferences of the numer-o- u before the commerce court tomorrow,
before the trouble breaks out. Treatment should
South off the train. It is alleged Alderson
be commenced at the first indication of Scrofula for nos Ayres the other day with the jteamship service to the great
departments will carry the con- when counsel representing the govtook the two natives on board at vention through the romainder of the ernment and the leading oil
it may get beyond control if allowed to run un- biggest load of American fruit that American ports.
pipe line
checked. S. S. S. is the very best treatment for ever left Sandy Hook on the long
Pelen, agreeing to take them to San week. Teh association this year has companies will present arguments on
When you have a had cold you want
I Scrofula. It renovates the circulation and drives trail over the equator.
Nearly 3,000 the best medicine obtainable so as to Marcial for, two dollars. It is alleged been fortunate in securing a number the constltulonallty of the order of
Vj.
out all scrofulous matter and
S. S. S. barrels of
I
of the god
cure It with as little delay as pos- Alderson end his friend exw the na- of noted educators from outside the the interstate commerce commission
apples
&2rJ goes to the bottom of the troubledeposits.
and removes the
Ben
sible. Here is a druggist's opinion: tives fiaBh a big loll and ihat they state to address the meetings. Among (Acquiring
Baldwins,
Davis,
kinds,
the companies
to tile
cause and cures the disease. Then it supplies the
"I have sold Chamberlain's Cough took the money away from them and them are J. Adams Puffer of Boston, schedules of their rates
some
and
others
Yorks,
Imperials
healthful
with
blood
for transS.
is
S.
S.
weak,
properties.
Enos
for
fifteen
Remedy
years," says
hri'W thorn off the train at it was Dr. woods Hutchinson of New York porting oil.
made entirely of roots, herbs and barks, and is an went in the shipment. Some came Lollar of
Saratoga, Ind., "and considBook on the blood and medical from Rhode Island, some from Virgi- er It
the best on the market" For cicsslng ah irr.i:i near f.a Joya, the and Dr. Henry S. Curtiss of Olivet,
absolutely 6afe remedy for young or old.
room alighting In the sand where theyj Mich.
nia and a good share of them were sale by all dealers. Adv.
Tu optio prints 63 t&e sew.
TX SWIFT SPECIFIC CO, ATLANTA. GA.
advice free.
,
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THE PALACE CLOTHING CO,
"IT PA YS TO PL A Y FAIR"
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of New Mexico. Mr. Mills said he defied anyone to find fault with any
official act of Mr. Jatfa or to bring
up anything detrimental to his character. He declared' Mr. Jaffa to be
popular in politics and out of politics and a man worthy of the suffrage
of the people. Mr. Jaffa, according
to Mr. Mills, formerly lived in Las
Vegas, having come here In 1881 and

Frdmj( Page One)

(Continued

V6QAS DAILY

how President Taft had carried out
faithfully every plank in the republican platform 'Of iOik He said the
president does not oare personally
tut wishes the repub
for
lican party to triumph in November
because ofvhis desire to see a contin
uance of republican principles, which
means a continuance of prosperity
under the system of protection. The
speaker said liv Tatt would rather
be right than president, which
hla. jEeatJess opposition to
'
certain ' measures which attained
some popularity t' but' which were, contrary to the best ' Interests of the
country.' The president, In short, was
,

lt

'
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HOW TO GET LAND

FOR
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CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Oct. 23. War news inChicago,
duced buying of wheat today' and
pushed the market higher. The opening was the same as last, night to
& up." December started at 83 to
a shade to
cent higher,
'
touched
and then rose to
The close was firm with
December 1 cent net higher at 93

93,

ALFALFA

having rested here for several years
before going to Roswell, where he
now is a prosperous business man.
In introducing Mr. Cole Mr. Mills
declared that he, as a member of the
sixty-firs- t
congress, fought a valiant
fight' for the admission of New Mexico to Btatehood.
In opening his remarks Mr. Cole declared that since
coming to New Mexico he had found
his opinion to the effect that this
was
commonwealth
entirely ready
for statehood had been justified. Mr.
Cole also paid a tribute to Gover
nor Mills for his hard work in the
interest of the admission of New
Mexico to the Union.
The meeting was a most success'
ful one. The large audience remained
fliiiet and attentive until (the last
word was uttered, with the excep
tion of hearty applause at intervals
It demonstrated that the people of
Las Vegas are preparing to rally to
the support of the republican ticket
'
on November 5.
The following men acted as vice
presidents of the meeting, occupying
seats on the platform:
Benigno Marti
Eugenlo Romero,
nez, Pablo Ullbarrl, Juan F. Kava
naugh, Estevan Gutierrez, Luis Ortiz.
Secundlno Ro
Jefferson Raynolds,
mero, Isldor Archuleta, Dr. M. F. Des
Marais, Benigno Romero, Octaviano
A. Larrazolo, Demetrlo Silva, Susano
Montano, Jose Santos Esquibel, Em

934.
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62,
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A PLAY

MaeVITTY (Inc.) OFFERS

atMl

OF

FOUNDED

IT f3i

UPON AN

HUMAN

EMBLEM OF

jL

PURITY

By EDWARD E. FlOSC

Author of Je.nlea Moredith, AHoo of Old Vlnconiw., The Prlsonoi- of Zo
da, Dvld Huum, The Sponder. Etc. v

THE

(

Chicago
Boston Success

SYNOPSIS
ACT I. Lawn In front of BruCe
country borne, West Chester, K. Y.
"The hours I tptat with thee det hearf, ,
An ettring ot pettlt to ae.
ACT II. One hour later. Bruce Wil- -'
ton'SBtudr. '
Wil-ton-

, J"

opnc

Or

PLAY

ACT III. Bruce WUton's Study the

'i

:.', h.i

"I'count them orer, ererf one tptrt,
UlySo-u-ty- l
My

nextmornini.
" tell eich hem unto the end.
end there trots U hung' '

'

t

ACT IV. Outside the chapel one year

later.

" kiss etth heed tad strive ttUtt to lesrn
To kiss the Cross, swcethesrtlto kiss the Cross)

'

(TEXT BY ROJKUT CAMERON

COMPLETE

EOGKRS)

MAGNIFICENT

PRODUCTION

Gorgeous ElectriceJ Effects
Prices

-

-

$1.50, $1.00. 75. 50 cts

-

SEE
3!

On Account of

"nupir

ff

iierh

cJJsi.V :.;VAt El Paso

:"-

October 23rd to 25th
Tickets on sale October 2i to 25, final return
limit October 27th.. ,
Fare for

$ gfj

..........

Old papers tor saw.

-

New York,

GREAT)

,....,

ID.

The Rcunfl Trip

L. BATCrtELOR, A&snt

office

suaas

E3Z221DI3

o

EVERY STREET IN EAST LAS
VEGAS
i

;

Pro-ffsao-

s

-

,

.

con-gres-

Has Its Share of the Proof That Kid
ney Sufferer Seek

Backache Kidneys weak?
Distressed with urinary ills?
Want a reliable kidney remedy?
Don't have to look far. Use what
East Las Yogas people rcommended
Every street in East Las Vegas has
its' cases:' 'Hi: is
:;,(t
Here s one East Las Vegas ! wo
''
; iA
man's experienca
Let Mrs. L,' J. 'Meyer, of 225- Rail
road avenue, tell It
She says: "In 1902 a' member ol
our household gave a public statement in praise of Doan's Kidney Pills
and confirmed it in January, 1907.
This person thinks as highly of Doan's
Kidney Pills now as ever. This rem
edy brought complete relief from kid
ney trouble which was shown by
pains In the back and other annoying
difficulties.
We
have procured
Doan's Kidney Pills at the Center
Block, Pharmacy and have been xeo
greatly benefited that we can speak
highly in their praise."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50

"

'

Foster-Milbucents.
Co., Buffalo,
New Yorkj sole agents for the United
"'
.
States.
Remember the name Doan's
take no other. Adv.

Head The Optic.
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necessary. After the land is properly leveled
before the seed is sown, consider the
texture of the soli. If the soil breaks
up cloddy some instrument sucn as
the disc harrow or the clod crusher
should be used to pulverize the soil
Have the soil in such a
thoroughly.
condition that every seed that is sown
will have a fine loose soil, in which
A more uniform
to send its roots.
stand of alfalfa may be secured on a
well pulverized soli. Less seed per
acre will be required on such a piefce
of land for all the) seeds are in a position to take root readily and grow.
On a soil that is cloddy, some of the
seeds will fall in cracks and others
on clods may not receive sufficient
will be piled up much thicker than
necessary, while the seeds that fall
on clods may not reecive sufficient
moisture to Insure germination,

mm

i

m
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AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE ISSUES
Light demand prevented corn from
A BULLETIN ON IMPORTANT
Joining much in the wheat bulge. De
SUBJECT
cember opened unchanged to
cent
and raldearer, fell back to 534
The following article on "The Pre lied to
The close was firm
for Alfalfa" net higher at
paration of the Seed-bewas prepared by Rupert L. Stewart,
Oats became firm in the absence
assistant in agronomy in the New of selling pressure, December openMexico College of Agriculture and ed a sixteenth to
higher at 32
to 32
and ranged between 32
There will be considerable land
There will be consilerable land and
ShortB covering brought about an
seeded to alfalfa in the next few
A fewi hints along the line upturn in provisions.
months,
First transacof preparing the seed-bemay help tions varied from 5 cents oft to 7
the farmer to obtain a good stand. advance with January $19.00 to
to
The necessity of preparing the land $19.12
for pork; $10.77
to $10.15
properly before the seed is sown can- $10.80 for lard and $10.12
not be- emphasized too strongly, for for, ribs. The closing quotations were
one should not expect to secure a as follows:
good stand, of alfalfa If the land Is .. Wheat, Dec.
May 98
bpoorly leveled and the clods left unbroken. The farmer who spends time
Corn, Dec.
May
and capital In the preparation of his
Oats, Dec.
May
seed-be- d
Pork) Jan. $19.25.
Is the one who will reap the
Lard, Jan. $10.92.
greatest profit on his land.
In the first place see that the land
Ribs, Jan. $10.27.
is level; that is to say, have the field
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
in such a shape that the water when
New York, Oct. 23. Stocks were
Irrigating will tand at a uniform
depth over the entire plat or border. dull and heavy during the early part
The danger of killing the alfalfa by of today's session, becoming actually
too much water In the low places is weak at noon on renewed selling pres
sure. Steel, Amalgamated and a few
thereby eliminated.
Have the land leveled so that the other active Issues were especially
use of many cross borders will not be heavy, and the movement indicate
These are not only an an- further urgent selling.
Conditions
anuel Rosenwald, J. M. Cunningham, necessary.
in mowing but cause the abroad continued uncertain, London
noyance
D. T. Hoskins, Hal Raynolds, O. L,
mower to depreciate In value rapidly, sending a lower range for American
Gregory, Dan Stern, D. C. Winters,
and numerous cross borders afford J securities. Money on call continued
Arthur Langston, George W. Tripp,
place for weeds and grasses to get t firm oh the further drain to interior
W
E.
M. M. Padgett, J. S. Clark,
start.
banks. Bonds were steady.
Hart. Jacob Davidhizer, Dr., W. R.
are no fixed rules to follow
There
The sharp slump at noon In the
Tipton, H. W. Kelly, Earl Hoke, J
in leveling a piece of land for alfalfa course of which prices fell two to four
S. Duncan, Jr., William White; I). R.
but it has been found that by using points, was attended by rumors of fur
W, P. Southard, G. W.
Murray,
results ther serious financial trouble in Eu
C.
A.
A.
H.
Sena,
llfeld, the fresno scraper very.. good
Crawford,
can rope Vienna and Glasgow being among
obtained.
can
These
be
scrapers
Rafael Galegos, W. F. Calhoun, E. J.
- be bought in various sizes and can the weak centers named.
BachaSimon
D.
How,e,
McWenie, F.
be handled very successfully by the
The market closed weak. Recoverrach, Fllomeno Gonzales, Faustln Lo
ies from the low, level reached a point
laborer.
farm
ordinary
Placido
Armljo,
pez, Pablo Gonzales,
If the land has never been in culti or more in the closing hour. Business
Martin Varela, Eduarao Duran, Valit is well to seedthe land to became smaller as prices Improved.
vation
A.
Antonio
entin Roybal,
Archuleta,
an
annual
crop such as corn or wheat The last sales were:
Jose Ignacio Martinez, Francisco S.
86
for
first
the
year, and in this way de Amalgamated Copper,
D.
C.
Black,
Montoya, Ramon Chavez,
is American Beet Sugar
125
E. C. Crooks, Placido Lucero, Manuel termine whether or not the land
108
Flladelfo level. It will always be, found that Atchiison
Chavez, Jose E. Lucero,
136
the land will need
drag Great Northern
,
Marquez, Benedito Duran, Albino
the
113
.
off
York
New
the
filling
and,
Central
high
spots
ging
Emiterio Sanchez.
low ones. However, it it la essential Northern Pacific . n , . . . . . , 124:
171
that the alfalfa be, seeded the first Reading .4
109
the land should be bordered be- Southern Paqjtflc
year,
PAPE'S DIAPEPSIN
169
fore seeding and irrigated, and the Union, Pacific
113
Ievelness of the land determined. The United States Steel, fd. ,
76
scraper may be applied again where United States Steel

willing to sacrifice popular regard,
If need be ,'n order to further the
welfare of his beloved country.
Mr. Cole declared that the program
the .president which resulted in the
of
(Cash In Advance for Mail Subscrip- establishment of the tariff board was
tions)
the only , solution of the tariff ques
Remit by draft, check or money tion and JheVbnJ" method of
taking
order. K sent otherwise we will not the tariff out of
He con
"politics.
be responsible tor loss.
demned Hue' i democrats for legislat
Specimen copies free on
ing this, tftwdS ut of existence, when
it was doing such excellent work.
Mr. Cole said a policy of free
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT trade, such as wljl be
inaugurated
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
by the democrats if they are placed
PAID FOR
in power, will cut '"down the value or
the flocks In New Mexico to one-haAdvertisers are guaranteed the their present value' in a few months
largest dally and weekly circulation and practically will' 'ruin the wool in
of any newspaper In northern New dustry in this state! . He urged the
Mexico.
voters hot to be deceived by Mr. Fer- gusson when 'he says the democrats
TELEPHONES
will put a duty of 20 per cent upon
Main 2 raw wool.
BUSINESS OFFICE
By a process of comparMain 9 ison he showed that this will
NEWS DEPARTMENT
amount
to no duty at all, owing to the fact
that the proposed duty on manufacOCTOBER 23, 1912
WEDNESDAY,
tured woolen products has been improperly adjusted. Mr. Cole showed
SPEAKIKG OP THE FRENCH how
this same misadjustmient caused
REVOLUTION
chaos under the last democratic rule.
Under these conditions 60 per cent
Mr. H. B. Fergnsson, the peerless of
wool mills were closed and
orator who desires the voters of this the the,
of wool were not reproducers
state to send him to congress to
ceiving anything" like a fair price for
help destroy the wool Industry of New their products. ' Mr.' Cole advised
Mexico, rarely makes a speech with New Mexicans, if
they wish to return
out going back to the French revolu- to poor wool
and a general deprices
tion to trace the) rise of popular gov
in the" wool industry, to vote
pression
ernment. The French revolution Is a for Mr. ' Wilson and Mr.
Fergusson.
of a hobby of Mr. Fergusson's. If they wish
prosperity and great adword pictures of that great con- - vancement in
the wool industry, he
ale most thrilling. But after advised them to cast their ballots for
all the French, revolution is not the Mr. Taft and Mr.
Jaffa, republican
chief issuo in the present campaign candidate "for congress from New
In New Mexico. The Important thing Mexico.
for New Mexico to do is to place In reviewihg the administration of Time It! No Sour, Gassy Stomach
herself on record emphatically against President Taft Mf. Cole showed how
or Dyspepsia In Five
the revolution which the democrats the policy1 pf trust regulation has
Minutes
seek to bring about in this country been carried out rigidly, the big corty abolishing the protection of home porations being placed under federal You don't want a slow remedy
industries, declared by Woodrow Wil- control as never before In their his- when your stomach Is bad or an un
son to be "unconstitutional"; the cer- tory. He predicted 'a continuance of certain one or a harmful one your
tain result of which will be to bring this policy in the future.
stomach Is too valuable; you muan't
about a business depression in thi3
Mr. Cole briefly enumerated some injure it with drastic drugs.
country unequalled since the days of of the
Pape's Diapepsln is noted for It's
things that have been ac
harmless-ness- ;
firover Cleveland.
complished by the republican admin speed in giving relief; it's
Is this the kind of a revolution that istration, among which were the es
it's certain unfailing action in
the people of New Mexico want? Do tablishment of postaf savings banks, regulating sick, sour, gassy stomachs.
the people of New Mexico wish to en- employes liability law, workman's It's millions of cures in indigestion,
dorse a program of hard times and compensation law, bureau of mines dyspepsia, gastritis and other stombusiness dicouragement?
and mining, a children's bureau ana ach trouble has made it famous the
Mr. Fergueseon talks about the the
prosecution - toward rapid com- world over.
Trench revolution instead of meeting pletion of th. Pan am a canal.
Keeo this perfect stomach doctor
the issue. He cannot meet it; he can . In conclusion Mr. jEole Paid a glow' in your home keep it handyget a
case from any. drug
only evade it, dodge it, sidestep it, ing tribute to JVfr, Taft as a fearless large fifty-cen- t
it and exponent of republican principals and store and then if anyone should eat
straddle it, hoprstep-and-jumtry to lure the voter oft into the by urged thf New, Mexico voters to cast something which doesn't agree with
ways of imaginary, side issues.
their ballots in the first preside tial them: if what they eat lays Ilka lead,
This country doesn't need any re- electlonln jWhlch they are to partici- ferments and sours and forms gas;
volution at present. Especially does pate foty
"election of the presi- causes headache, dizziness and nau
it not need a backward revolution. dent. He also urged the election sea-- eructations of acid and undigest
The country is prosperous; business of Mr. Jaffa; as congressman from ed food; remember as soon as Pape's
is good; farmers and tradesmen are New Mexico, because of his belief Diapepsln comes in contact with the
satisfied; and in New Mexico the in republican principles and his emi- stomach all such distress vanishes.
great wool industry remains the back-bon- e nent fitness for the place.
It's promptness, certainty and ease
of prosperity. We'll leave well
TheDiee'tittg last night was att- in overcoming the worst stomach dis
enough alone.
which filled the orders is a revelation to those who
endedo
Duncan opera house trom top to bot- try it. Adv.
r
J When you put your finger on
tom. Much enthusiasm was shown,
Woodrow Wilson he isn't there. the speakers repeatedly being cheered
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.
When you nut your1 finger on Theo to the'echo. ftMiundino Romero.Uead- - .Kansas City, Mo., Oct. 23. Cattle
dfore Roosevelt he howls that every- er in San Miguel county republican
1.6U0
including
Receipts 11,000;
Market steady. Native
body is a liar. Wilson has a new;, politics, introduced former Governor ijsqutherna.
bunch of convictions every day In the;' William J. Jyjis, Vho acted as presi- steers $6.7o(&)10.75; southern steers
has a new policy dent of the meeting. Mr. Mill's con $4.256.00; southern cows and heir-erweek. Roosevelt
every five minutes. William H. Taft gratulated .'the citizens npon being
$3.255.25; native cows and heif
stands always; on the same old plat- gathered togejtner, in the first repub ers $3.257.50; stockera and feeders
form for the average business man's lican rally since .New Mexico has 'S4.60(R)7.50: bulls $3.755.25; calves
and their right to par J5.008.50; western steers ?5.00
prosperity. He is the only president become-S'.Stdt'
the trusts ever had reason to fear. ticipate 'for tire firt time in the elec 6.00; western cows $3.506.60.
b
The American people have no hanker- tion of a, .president or the United
Hogs Receipts 12,000. Market
ing for a democratic, panic and will States. - Il.i3 declared the republican cents lower. Bulk of sales $8.10
not stand for a- third term president. party has a platform and a candi- 8.30; heavy ?8.358.45; packers and
Let New Mexico stand by her great date for preB(denfcMf which the na- butchers $8.208.40;
light ?8.(M)j
wool industry and swell the trium tion may be proud. He urged the vot- 8.30; PlSs ?6.007.25.
Market
Presi ers to see to It that Mr.T aft Is reSheep Receipts- 15,000.
phant majority which
dent Taft and send Nathan Jaffa to elected Jn ttrder,,that the policy of a steady. Muttons $3.604.80; lambs
protective tariff may be continued. $6.007.30; range wethers and year
congress.
o
The speaker declared the tariff to lings ?4.005.50; range ewes $2.608g)
"With New Mexico's bread and but be one of the most Important issues 4.00.
ter at stake, it will take more than of thei. fffjBRejbt eampaign:
Mr. Milfo ispok0:warmly of Nathan
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
Mr. Fergusson's oratory to make the
voters cast their ballots for free wool Jaffa, republican candidate for
He said h had been in clpse WANTED Board and room in pri
and hard, times. A burnt child dreads
Mr. Jaffa when he was; i vate family, close in. Address N
touch
with
forthe fire and New Mexico hasn't
Mr. Jaffa was secretary
Hart, care Palace Clothing Co.
governor-anof
Cleveland.
dark
the
days
gotten
0
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Every Garment Has a Class of Style Particularly
All Its OwnY
"Redfern" and "Palmer" all wool Suits and coajsjfere in the lead. A new
shipment of these
popular makes has just arnvfed. To see them is to like them. We are showing a wonderful line
of medium priced Suits. We quote them at $12. BO to $42,50,
...
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Mrs. Neal of Shoemaker was a vis
itor In town today.
D. Hagadon ot Cimarron was a visitor la town today.
William Ruff ot Trinidad Colo., was

Opposite TJie Y.M. G.

Mclean
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CREAM
CI,

A Pure Cream of Tartar Powder
Indispensable to best results saves
money
worry saves work---sasaves
health
saves
complaints at table
es

LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO

TO

pinchot, perkins and

visitor in town today.
mmmaummmmseBm
W. B, Joiner ot fcJl Paso was a visitor In Las Vegas today'..
.. $1.95
Rayo$2.25 LampsE. P. Wilder ot Salida, Colo., was a
HeatOil
$4.50
Perfection
visitor In Las Vegas today.
$3.75
ers. .......
Mrs. Charles Tipton o Watrous was
'
1 65
Glass Churns
a visitor In Las Vegas today.
2.50
Clothes' Wringers
Ray R. Gordon ot Albuquerque was
a visitor In Las Vegas today.
Scrubbing Bruges 10c to 25c
M. Lujan left last
evening for Daw-cowhere he will be a visitor for
HEATING
SEE JS-FO- R
several days.
W. Ot. Ogle, the land man, went to
v
STOVES
Springer this afternoon on a several
,
.(.(.-.days" business trip.
60c for 75c printed Linoleum
J. C. L. Pugh, Jr., arid his cousin,
70c for 8Sc printed Linoleum
E. F, SHedd, of Wagon' Mound, were
visitors In town today.
95c far, $1.25 Granite Inlaid
" Linoleum.-- ' '
Attorney Stephen B. Davis, Jr., left
this afternoon for Santa Fe where he
$1.25 for $1.45 Inlaid Lino-- .
will remain for several days.
leur;. V I
Miss M. L. Pugn came in from
$1.35
for $1.60 Inlaid Lino"Wagon Mound tnls aiternoon and win
,"
leum.
he a visitor in Las Vegas for several
5
on all White I3ed
off
days.
J.'
H. E. Finney, Who has been in
Quilts. ..,
town on business for several days, re75c for $1.00 Bicycle Package
turned this afternoon to his home in
j Carriers-Itaton.
90c for $1.25 Bicycle Package
Rev. W. C. Merritt, who has been
'
Carriers. '
attending the convention of the county Sunday School association, left last
evening for Raton.
Frank WIelandy, representing the
Mrs.' George Hartley and daughter
Blackwell-WielandStationery com- left this afternoon tor Dawson.
Mrs. George Praeger and daughter
pany ot St. Louis, was in town today
of jHQt,:SprJings, were visitors in town
viisting the trade. ,
.. ...
George H. Kinkel returned las today.
evening from Albuquerque where he ....g.jBplde.n, the well known mesa
has been attending the Masonic rancher, was a visitor in Las Vegas
grand lodge meeting.
todayr ,
Walter Hayward returned last evenO.. Snyder returned this aftering from the McGormick ranch, where noon from a several days' business
he has been spending several days trip ifn Wagon Mound and Watrous.
jfiiGuy" M. Carqy returned last even
on a cattle buying trip.
Albuquerque where he nas
Myer Hurley, "grievance man" for ing
firemen of the Santa Fe railroad, been attending! the meeting of tne
'
with headquarters in Kansas City, Masonic grand lodge.
3 'Miss Ethel Hoke, who has been the
was a visitor In town today.
a gueBt for several weeks of Mr. and
A. Teitlebaum. who has been
visitor in Las Vegas for the past sev- Mrs. .Erie Hoke, left this afternoon
eral months, left this morning for hi& fo,her "piij'Jn Hanover, Pa.
Miss Alice Pierce, who has been
home in Atlanta, Georgia.
C. C. Lewis and C. Betschart of the guest of her sister, Mrs. Arthur
Wagon Mound were in town last even- La'ngsjfytJ!oP several Wieeks, left this
ing to attend the republican rally at afternoon for her home in Clovls.
Mrs. H. 'li. Turton, her son, Frank
the Duncan opera house.,
Ralph Cole lett Turton, and her nephew, .George W.
This' morning tor Albuquerque where Welch, leftjtiys, afternoon for Enis,
he is to address a republican rally to Texas, where hey will jioin Mr. Turas- genbe held in the Duke City this even- ton, who Is now located
eral foreman for the Southern Pacifing.
J. D. Hand and party ot six left ic railroad.
Bert, Kelly,, agent for the Wells
for. Santa Rosa early this morning,
Mr. Fargo" anl Company Express, who remaking the trip overland in
cently was called to Denver on ac
Hand's seven passenger Chalmers
count 'of the illness of hj.s father, re
'
turned, to 'Las Vegas this afternoon.
the
discuss
A.
Jones'will
Hon. A.
Mr. Kelly reports that his fathier is
issues ot the campaign at the Duncan
Improved.
greatljf.
at
24,
October
opera house, Thursday,
Mrs. LeRoy Helfrlsh and daughter,
8 p, m.
Everybody invited, including
Miss
Frances
Hielfrish,
passed
ladies. Adv.
Las Vegas today on train
through
Colo.,
Lamar.
of
Robertson
M.
S.
No. 1 on their way from Kansas
C. C. Sterrett, of Wiley, Colo., and
Denver where they have
City
ll B. Walmer of Kearney, Neb., stop been and
to their home in Albu
visiting,
on
last
night
ped over in Las Vegas
Mrs-'and
Mr.;
Helfrlsh, who
querque.',
their way south with several carioau are former residents of Las Vegas,
'
of cattle.
expect to' .lafave) Albuquerque soon
Don'R. Skinner arrived last evening and will reside in , Denver;
He
frdm his home in Kansas City.
as wire-chihas, taken the position
Telegraph fOWDEfll FACTORY EXPLODEuS
Union
Western
the
with
here per V North ! Bay, Ont, Oct 23. The
located
be
will
company and
Energetic' Explosive company's fac
manAnt.lv.
tory, to;: Halleyburg was blown to
by
employed
Nate Hart, "formerly
Tne property loss is
of
pieces', today.
one of the large clothing houses
Ittiavv Who hnritnH of seven nersona
even
last
driver, arrived in Las Vegas with the
wrej dentified, by afternoon and it
ins and has taken a position wu... iwas
mougm. umi outers nan ueeu
oi
Palace Clothing company
killed aid their bodies destroyed b)
is
proprietor,
Ton tw1b
the explosion.1 Several others were
H. L. Cutler returned last evening
he has seriously5 Injured.
where
Mound
i :
from Wagon
.
on busi- (
I
been spending several days
Mr.
Little lYiUie What Is a lawyer,
ness While In Wagon .Mound
Pa?
ranchers
'.
of
the
Cutler visited many
every-bodPa A lawyer, my son, iaja man
that
and
reports
and farmers
induces'' two other men to strip
seems to be well satisfied with Who
tor
a
been
fight, rind then runs off with
has
whkh
this year's harvest,
'
clothes.
their
an exceptionally' good one,
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SHOOTS BRUIN SEVERAL TIMES
WITH AN UNLOADED
RIFLE
Many have heard the little story of
"The Preacher and the Bear" and now
one of Las Vegas' most prominent
preachers is instrumental in furnish
ing another story with a similar plot.
Last week the local divine together
with a well known citizen of Las Ve
gas, went hunting up near Harvey's
ranch. While walking along one of
the many trails near the ranch both
the men were greatly surprised to see
a dark, lumbering object coming shuffling along the trail toward them.
The preacher seeing the object first
exclaimed:
"What that?" His comIn
same breath answered:
the
panion,
The preacher
"A bear shoot fclm."
being a good shot, threw his "trusty
rifle" to his shoulder, and, taking careful aim, pulled the trigger only to
discover that he had left the "safety"
on and the trigger, wouldn't pull. Releasing the safety the preacher rushed
after Bruin, who by this time was makagain getting a good
ing a
line on the bear, took careful aim
and pulled the trigger, but, much io

HELD IN FIRST METHODIST CHURCH.

der.A

,

to this effect was
statement
made by Detective Captain George
Arnold, after several hours of questioning the three Italians captured
after the shooting.
The prisoners
are Joe Bunano, known as "Chicago Joe"; Joseph Mottio and B'rank

Tuberculosis Day will be observed
in Las Vegas next Sunday with an
appropriate Iprogram at the FJirst
Methodist church at 7:30 o'clock in
the evening. At the request of
,
the Las Vegas local of the In- Pizzichennl.
Bunano, according to Captain Arunion
ternational
Typographical
Rev. E. C. Anderson "has ar- nold, has confessed to having shot
ranged to hold a union meeting of the woman, who, he said, for the last
all the churches to which all the four months had been his common
was unpeople ot Las Vegas are invited. The law wife. Bunano says he
of liquor and did
influence
the
der
their
were
presiurged
by
printers
Bunadent, James M. Lynch, to observe not know what he was doing.
Tuberculosis Day fand the clergy, no said the woman's husband, John
died six months
physicians and the general public fell Achlllo pt New York,
ago and that later he took the young
in with the plan unanimously.
many people may not woman as his common' law wife
Though
know it, one is as likely to contract Bunano and the woman arrived in
tuberculosis, in this climate as in any Bridgeport yesterday from Chicago".
other part of, the country if proper
Drecautions are not taken. The ad
The progressive party held its first
dresses on next Sunday night will
last evening In the city hal'
meeting
deal with every phase of tuberculosis,
was effeel
means of preventing its spread and and a county organization
A. C. Erb was elected
ed
which
of
if
taken
methods of effecting a cure
chairman; Charles Onion, secretary
in the early stages.
and
Margarito Romero, treasurer. It
to
Dr. F. H, Crail has consented
is the plan of the officers elected to
as
on
the
an
adress
subject,
given
has Dr. Alice Rice.) Dr. R. K. Mc carry on' an active campaign for the
from now unClanahan will conduct a question progressive candidates
Mr. Erb, the chairtil
election
day.
conbox, answering any
questions
man, states that the meeting of last
cerning tuberculosis that may be prowas "fairly well attended but
pounded to him."; People interested evening
in the subje6t hduid prepare their, What it lacked in. numbers, was made
for In intelligence." During the
questions 'at oncec The clergy of the tip
varlbus jlchihesV Including Mr. An Evening Gebrge L. Guy addressed the
meeting, making a few remarks reBULUB icmaino Ji
aerauU,. Will' Ultl,
garding the progressive party and. its
The
with
printthS'.jSccasion.
keeping
for the persidenttal office.
candidate
in
a
ers will attend the meeting
body
and all other labor union members 7 he progressive leaders were
at the small attendance.
and the general public are urged to
be present.
JOHNSON'S OLD PIPE.
BRYAN IS CAMPAIGNING.
Penri,, Oct."'23. Al
Tobyhanna,
Philadelphia, Oct. 23! William J . along the line over which Governor
Bryan, campaigning in eastern Penn- Johnson's private car passed from
sylvania and Delaware, today spoke Trenton, N. J., toward Scranton, Pa.,
here and urged the voters to elect today crowds shook hands with him
democratic congressmen to support and shouted words of encouragement.
Mr. The governor started to Scranton to
Governor Wilson if elected.
Bryan" discussed the candidates, de- speak tonight, no other engagement
claring that Mr. Taft "constitutional- being scheduled for the day.
At Stroudsburg, Pa., an enthiisN
ly distrusts" the people; that Mr.
Roosevelt
.placed Mr. Taft In the astio admirer passed the governor a
presidency? and that he failed in his box of cigars with the explanation
duty to stand by Mr. Taft and help that they were first class. The govWilson ernor drew his old briar pipe from
him, and that Governor
Would give the country a "people? hl3
pocket and said "1 stand firmly
teoverunient."
by this, my friend."
'
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election.
"Mr. Beverldge asked me to look
at some letters on his desk. I saw
one addressed to George W. Perkins
and to it were attached three, checks
or drafts, each for $10,000.' Another
letter was addressed to Edward McLean and attached was a check for
The third letter, to Glfford
$25,000.
Finchot, was accompanied by a $2,500
check. Mr. Whitcomb Bald that Mr.
Beverldge held the money until after
election before returning it in order
to prevent Its use In the campaign.
He thought the money was sent to

'

$100,000.00

Capital

Washington, Oct 23. Larz A. Whlt
comb, a law partner of former Senator
Albert J. Beverldge, testified to the
Clapp committee late today that
George W. Perkins, Edward McLean
and Gilford
Finchot sent drafts
amounting to $57,500 to Beverldge for
his 1904 campaign. Mr. Perkins has
testified he sent $10,000 and that
Beverldge returned it
Whitcomb
testified that $30,000
came from Perkins; $25,000 from Edward McLean, a cousin of Beverldge,
and $2,500 from Giflord Pinchot. He
then went on to explain that Beverldge returned the drafts the day after

Indiana for general campaign purthe preacher's surprise, the rifle re poses.
fused to go off although there was aj "My information is," said Senator
Pomerene, "that this money was to
good healthy click, to the trigger.
Somewhat surprised at the failure be used In the event that the fund
ot his rifle to do its: duty, thS preach- to be sent to Indiana by the the naer threw open the chamber of the tional committee, didn't reach $100.-00rifle only to find that the rifle wasn't
If the fund fell short of that
loaded. The prominent Las Vegas sum, I understand these drafts were
citizen who had advised the preacher to be used in making up that amount
to shoot the bear has little to say re- Do you know that is so?"
"No, I do not believe that Is so,"
garding the "Preacher and the Bear"
story, for all the time that the min- replied Mr. Whitcomb.
ister was having his trouble with his
rifle, said prominent citizen stood
rooted to the spot in the trail, and WOMAN
KILLED BY HER
didn't make a move until the bear
was well out of sight The minister
LAW HUSBAND
showed iMmself to be a good sport COMMON
and admits that It was a good one on
him, but next time he goes hunting
STRANGE
AROUSES
MURDER
he is certain that his rifle will be
CITY OF BRIDGEPORT,
loaded for bear. It is understood
CONN.
that the prominent citizen Is Just reof
"buck,
'
covering from his attack
Bridgeport, Conn., Oct. 23. The
fever," or rather "bear fever.
as Rose
young woman '' .'dentifled
Bunnis, who was shot to death last
TUBERCULOSIS DAY TO night at Strat'ford, to which place'
she had been taten by five men in
an automobile, was killed because of
BE OBSERVED SUNDAY her
activity in the "vice crusade" in
'Chicago, declared Bridgeport police
MEETING WILL BE today, after investigating the murBIG PUBLIC

'""'IZ.!

Peoples Bank & Thrust Company

JIIONEY TILL ELECTION
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BEVERfDGE HELD TOE
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EVERS HEADS
THE CHICAGO TEAIi!
IS

BERLIN WOMEN RAISE

JUST RECEIVED

RUMPUS IN MARKETS

SUCCEED RESENT
SELECTED
ACTION OF BUTCHERS
TO
IN HOLDING UP MEAT
CHANCE BY OWNER OF
'
'
THE NATIONALS.
.
PRICES,

Another shipment of Ladies'
and Misses

Goats and Suits

Chicago, Oct. 23. John .Evers, sec
Berlin, Oct 23. Hundreds pt Berlin
ond baseman of the Chicago National housewives joined la a wild riot toleague team, will be manager ot the day because tie butchers in the muni,
team next season, succeeding Frank cipal markets refused to handle meat
Chance.
imported so as to reduce the cost
Evers himself declined to be quot- of living.
ed on the subject and C. W. Murphy,
The principal troubles occurred in
president ot the club, maintained an the Wedding distript, which is entireWhen ly Inhabited by working people.
attitude of
that Chance Hndreds of women, who went to the
Murphy announced

would not manage the team next
year, he said he had selected
Chance's successor and described the
new manager as "the youngest In the
league, a speedy, enthusiastic and a
brainy player."
Since then he has intimated that
the manager would be one who has
not hitherto held Buch a post The
announcement last night that Murphy
had given permission to. Joe Tinker
to negotiate with the Cincinnati man
agement regarding the leadership of
that team eliminated the shortstop
from the list of those whom rumor
had named as Chance's successor.
It was authoritatively announced
that Evers will sign his contract as
The ceremony
manager tomorrow.
had been planned, for today, but
members ot the team are on a barnstorming trip, and Murphy consented to the postponement to allow
Evers to keep bis engagement us a
player.- What terms the contract will
carry could not be learned.
Evers home is in Troy, N. Y. He
came to the local National league
team in 1902, and, after a brief career as a utility player, was made
regular second oaseman.
Chance, whom he is to succeed as
manager, has been playing here since
1898.
He signed as a catcher under
C. Anson, became first baseman on
the latter's retirement and manager
of the team .in 1906 when the late
Frank Selee gave up the post because
of ill health.

I

in all the latest styles. The
best New York and other
leading fashion centers can
produce at prices to suit everyone.
Also a full line of Ladies'
and Misses'

municipal market hoping to profit
by redced prices, found that the
butchers had agreed not to deaL in
meats imported by the municipality.
Then they stormed , the butchers
stalls, seized all the native-raise- d
meat, trampled it upon the ground and
fought with the butchers., The police
were forced to close the market to
'
u
stop the riots.
,.
The prices of meats are so high in
Berlin that the government recently
gave permission .to the ,clty authori
ties to bring In and sell meats from
abroad at the city markets and to
control the prices. ;

DRESSES
Call and see them whether
you buy oi not.

,

Hoffman

;

&

Grauharih

THE POPULAR PRICE STORE
AgeoH lot the New Ida 10c Ptttmu

PHONE MAIN 104

TAFT ELECTORS WIN
Lincoln, Neb., Oct 23. The state
WANT RECEIVER. APPOINTED.
supreme court today handed down a
Denver, Oct 23. Foreclosure of a unanimous decision holding that the
trust deed for $125,000 and the ap- six Taft electors chosen by the repointment of a receiver for the
publican state committee, together
Mining company is askfd in with the two republican electors chos
a suit filed In the United States dis- en at the sprffig primary who remaintrict court today. The Hibernian ed loyal to Taft, are entitled to the
Banking company of Chicago and Jos- designation of "republican" on the
eph Bordeleau are rmade co defend- ballot in the general election and to

ants,
i
The action Is brought by William
L. Springer; M. J. Levy, Jona Mackln
and Jason Weberi all pf Chicago.
The plaintiffs charge that, the affairs of the mining: company are being mismanaged, that a cla'in held
by Bordeleau Is being giv;n preced,

ence.

a place at the top of the ballot The
decision of the district court in a
case brought by the Taft men seeking to deny the Roosevelt men the use
of the name "republican" was upheld
by the supreme court.
Bverybodj reads

,

C OArLTAUD'
1

TO MOTHER.
and
Chicago, Oct. 23 Nervous
weak after her experience on the witness stand yesterday, Lucile Cameron, the girl whose Infatuation for
Jack Johnson, led to a federal investigation and the arrest of the negro on a charge of abduction, again
appeared before the grana jury today
to continue her story. It is reported
BACK

"I.

Tfc

Optic.

V7

tf:

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
W H OL E S'AL E AND RETAIL

a reconciliation between the girl and
her mother, Mrs. F. Cameron-Falcone- t
of Minneapolis, has been effected,
ana after the court proceedings the
girl will go away with ner mother.
A suit for $25,000 was begun in the
circuit court here today by Wfllard
Davis,, against "Jack"' Johnson foK
the alienation of the affections of
Davis' wife. Davis and his wife are
mulattos. The Davie woman is a
In tne
singer formerly employed
champion's cafe and Is said to be
the woman who was reported to have
shot the negro in a jealous rage.
THE FARM CONGRESS.
Lethbridge, Alberta, Oct. 23. Tne
component sections of the Dry Farm
ing congress, Including the Farm Wo
men's congress, today continued the'r
simultaneous meeting for stvfdy au'I

debate, their last session lasting
through the morning. The congress
will convene as a whole tonight tor
Its regular business session. Officers
will be elected and reports of com
mittees read, while A. L. Slfton, pre
mier of Alberta, will deliver the ma'in
,.
address,

,
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Tragedy Rests on House Near
Grave of Slain Wooer.

Directory
EL
'MRS. R. FUXT,Prop

Cor Granddad 'Douglas Ave.
?ast Las Vegas, N.

LAS VEGAS GARAGE
M BIEHL, Propietor

Ave
447
Main
Phone
416 Grand

Battery Charging Station
Automobiles for Hire

HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
and Glazing.
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
. OW Town
West Side Plaza

i

.

From the Chicago Inter Ocean.

--

H. C. YOUNG
LA WNIMOWERS SHARPENED
Lock and Gunsmith
Bicycle aao
GeLeral Repairing

WHY ROOSEVELT IS LOSING GROUND
Lifelong and loyal Republicans will not follow him out .of the
Republican party.
The American people will not gratify the disappointed ambition
of a man who, in a spirit of revenge, would wreck the Republican
party because it refused him a presidential nomination.
The country does not want for president a man who eagerly
grasps at every wild and radical theory merely to gain votes.
Honest men will not support a candidate who instituted dishonest
contests to help his nomination and who accepts money for his campaign from the Harvester and Steel trust directors.
Thousands of Republicans do not believe that men of unblemished
character who disagree with Roosevelt are thieves and liars.
people cannot trust a candidate who violates his
solemn pledges.
Republicans are beginning to realize that the only possible effect
of his candidacy may be the election of Wilson, and they are not
willing to bring upon the country the disaster of a Democratic administration merely to gratify one man's hatred or ambition.
The people will not Mexicanize the United States by electing to r
.
. .
i
mo
presiuBucy a man who declares mat ne sees no objctlon to any
number of terms provided there Is a recall. That is, if again made
president he would expect to remain in that office until the people
drove him out. What Washington would not take, what Grant could
not get, Roosevelt shall not have.

E. Las Vegas

Street

Automobile, Carriage &

PAINTING

SIC
N.

429

0.

HERMAN

Grand Ave

Right-thinkin- g

PLAZA HOTEL
NEWLY REMODELED
' Private Baths and Lavatories
Stea.u Heat Private Telephones
Rates $2.50 per day and up
AMERICAN PLAN
Special Rates by Week or Mnth
J.

....

...ij

.....

.

CANVASS

1912.

Vaults, 13c per cubic

foot

Cesspools, $3.00 per load for first
three loads; $2.50 per load for second three loads and $2.00 per load
for balance.
Phone orders to Gehring Real Estate Office, Mala 49.
These prices are considerably below those set by the city ordinance,
and it la urgently requested that the
public take advantage of this opportunity to make it a city wide sanitation movement.

KANSAS

That the Roosevelt
ment la New on the

Move-

,

Indianapolis, Ind., Sept. 30. A careful canvass has been made of the
Roosevelt sentiment In every county
in this state. The Inquiry was started by a prominent business man of
this city, who was anxious to learn
for himself the true condition of affairs. He sent out a large number of
letters to men In each of the coun-tie- a
who were not politicians and
would have no Incentive to falsify the
ROBERT J. TAUPERT,
situation. The
showed that In
?itayor and President of the Board of every county Inreplies
the state, with one
Health, City of Las Vegas.
exception, there had been a marked
C. C. GORDON,
decrease In the Roosevelt sentiment.
City Physician and Secretary Board The opinion was universally expressed that the Third Term candiof Health, City of Las Vegas.
date had tewer followers now in Indiana than at any time since the campaign opened and this number was
CHILDREN! 'steadily decreasing. A few of these
re ports summarized are aa follows:
ALSO FOR GROWN PERSONS
White county "Ours is an agricuQUICK - SAFE - RELIABLE ltural community
and the farmers all
1 seem satisfied with
NO OPIATES NO NARCOTICS
conditions and
are not calling for a change. I see
of Bull Mooselsm spreadFOLEY'S HONEY and TAR no evidence
ing. On the contrary, it Is weakar

FOR THE

23.

A COMMON COLD neglected may go.
oc
quickly into CROUP, BKUNvmiis,
PNEUMONIA which often means a audi
den fatalitv. Keep FOLEY'S HONEY
AND TAR COMPOUND always in the)
house and give at first sign of a cold.
Befuse substitutes.
O. G. Schaefer
Red Cross Drug Co.

the state.
If he were the candidate of the Republican party, and if there were a
chance of his election, he would, of
course, sweep the state without any
serious opposition. But neither of
those conditions exists. The fact that
his own leaders have been obliged to
yield to the wave of Indignant protest which swapt against them on account of their effort to have Roosevelt's electors placed In the Republican column has not only proven the
strength of the Taft sentiment, but It
has elirainateta all possibility of
Roosevelt carrying the state. The
withdrawal of Ms electors from the
'Republican columns has emphasized
the fact that he is not the Republican
candidate; and' Kansas is too well
satisfied with the conditions which
than at first"
Steuben county "The Third Term- lhave prevailed during the past sixers are on the down grade and will teen
to follow any man, how'not be as strong a month
later as ever years
popular he may be, out of the
Ithey are now."
Lake county "Sentiment for the Republican party:
The Roosevelt sentiment has been
Progressives Is weakened, especially
ttmuug me iarmerB.
sentiment Is iurther weakened by the universal.
growing more and more favorable to conviction that there Is no possibility
the administration."
.of his election and that the only ef-Montgomery
Bull
county The
his candidacy can possibly have
iect
Moose sentiment here Is waning. The
Third Term party Is losing as the ,is to expose the country to the dan
ger of a Democratic victory. Kansas
campaign progresses."
De Kalb county "There will not Is as far from being a Democratic
be many Bull Moose voters here. Taft state as It ever was and with the subwill get some Democratic
votes
stantial collapse of the Roosevelt camquite a number."
Miami county "The chansres are paign, this state will be found In its
(now coming all our way. There are accustomed place near the head of
no more desertions from the Repub- the Republican column.
lican ranks."
"The Bull
Tippecanoe
county
LOSING IN NEBRASKA.
Moose sentiment is subfldlnK."
;

'

H. M. Beatty, Ltttle Rock, Ark,
savs: "For the past two years I suf
fered with kidney trouble had severe
my
pains across my back and over
to me
hips that almost meant death known
at times. I used several well
kidney remedies, but got no relief until I used Foley Kidney Pills. These
from Allen and La Grang
Repr-- ts
I can truthfully say made me a sound
and well man." O. G. Schaefer and counties are to the lame effect.
Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
SLIDING BACK IN NEVADA
If you have young children you have
perhaps noticed that disorders- of the
Roosevelt Has Reached His Limit and
stomach are their most common ailIs Rapidly Receding.
ment To correct this you will find
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
Reno, Nev., Sept. 26. The decline
Tablets excellent They are easy and
the Roosevelt movement, noticeof
mild
and
and
to
gentle
take,
pleasant
able throughout the country. Is very
In effect. For sale by ail dealers.-Advapparent In Nevada.
"The interest In the Bull Moose
movement is crystallized In Roose- J. W. Copeiand, of Dayton, Ohio. ivelt" says the Evening Gazette, "and
purchased a bottle of Chamberlain's that Interest Is waning." The Gazette
Couch Remedy for his boy who had 'further states that Roosevelt's
disap
a cold, and before the bottle was all
speech In this state, the fact
esed the boy's cold was gone. Is that pointing
Is receiving funds
from
not better than to pay a five dollar 'that heW. Perkins
and Is being supdoctor's bill? For sale by all dealer 'George
politicians, are
ported only by east-of- f
Adv.
s
about his neck. The Gazette sums up the situation In Nevada
Sick headache Is caused by a dis- as follows:
ordered etomaoh. Take Chamber"Roosevelt has reached the limit of
lain's Tablets and correct that and the his power and Is sliding back rapidly."
For wile
headaches will disappear.
fcy all dealers. Adv,
.

.

drag-stone-

:

Progressive Party Will Die Before
Election Day Comes Around.
Reports from Nebraska show that
the Roosevelt sentiment is decreasing.
"The Third Term party," says one
letter to Director Mulvane of the
western bureau of the Taft campaign,

"is dwindling down to Pops."
James H. Clark of Hastings, Neb.,
president of a large company which
handles investments, securities and
farm mortgages, and who has exceptional opportunity to know the feeling among the farmers, says that In
Nebraska the farmers are beginning
'to realize that If they followed Roose-jvethey will land nowhere, and if
ithey allow a Democratic president to
jbe elected, they will be ruined.
In Lincoln, Neb, the Third Term
'party had difficulty in securing even
two hundred and nrty signers to a petition for their county convention.
"The Progressive party will die before
election," says one report. "Sentl- ment Is looking better tor Taft every
lt

I

lda."

COLUMN
RATES

FOR CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Five cents per line eacn Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
tinea. All
ad vert a menta charged
will be booked at space
actually set,
without regard to number of words.
Cash fn advance preferred.
I
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For Sale
FOR SALE

6

room modern houss,
B. H. Newlee,

furnace heat. Apply
1045 Fifth Btreet

a

RANSFORO CHAPTER
8v-4t-oaa

test art

NO. X, O. E.
UUrd JTrldays In

ATTORNEYS

Masonic TWnpla. Mrs, T. B. Bowen,
HUNKER
Worthy Katvo; James O. Rut!ede
H.
Hunker
Geo.
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
Attorney
Secretary. Phone Main 338. 120
I
VzH.'
Grand arena.

HUNKER
Chester. A. Hunk
at Law.
New Mane

FOR SALE Good Jack; three years
old; a bargain. Inquire of William
FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD NO.
LOCAL THE CARD
Shillinglaw, Investment and Agen10J Meats
at
ery
Monday
night
cy Corporation.
tf.
O. R. C Hall, on Bouglas avenue, at
EAST BOUND
j
J
o'clock.
"
VUltlng membwa are Arrive-- .
FOR SALE Household furniture and
cordially welcome, m. JL Gehrlaz. N01
house for rent 902 Third street
1
a. m...... 1:11 9. m.
president; J. T. Bonier, secretary; No,
11:06- p m
11:10 f. a,
C. H. Bally, treaanrer.
FOR SALE One house and lot; one
1:15 a, a.
1:15 a. m
No; 8
house and two lots. A snap for
3:1 9. mx
No. 10.... 1:45 p m.
cash. Must sell this month
See MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the forest of brotherly
Cutler Brothers.
WEST BOUND
love at Woodmen of the World hall, No. 1
1:20 p.
p. A
on the second and fourth
FOR SALE Six room modern house,
6:10 a. m.... ...6:15 p. Bl
Fridays No. 8
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H. No. ?
furnace heat, two lots, $3,500. Cut4:60 m. rv
4:40 p. m.
Stewart Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. No. 8. .....6:36 p. m
ler Bros.
7:40 w.
Visiting neighbors are especially
welcome and cordially invited.
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
J. E. R08ENWALD LODGE NO. 54i, by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
FOR RENT Modern eight room cot
I. O. of B
every first There is only one way to cure deaf2
tage,
unfurnished.
918
i 'i
Apply
Tuesday of the month In the veatrj ness, and that la by constitutional
Eighth street.
rooms of Temple Monteflore at f remedies. Deafness is caused by an
lino'clock p. m. Visltlnjf brothers are inflamed condition of the mucous
When
of the Eustachian Tube.
ing
FOR RENT Four room
'
furnish
Invited
cordirJOy
Isaac Appel this tube is inflamed you have a
house.
Modern except heat. 812
President; Charles Greenclay.i Sec rumbling sound or Imperfect hearing,
f
and when it Is entirely closed,,- - ".f"? '
Eighth street.
rotary.
ness Is the result, and unless the Inflammation can be taken out and this
FOR RENT Furnished rooms
for KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNC
cube restored to its normal conditions,
921
light housekeeping.
Linco.
NO. 804. Meets second and
hearing will be destroyed forever;
Avenue.
nine cases out of ten are caused bp
In O. R. C. hall.
catarrh, which is nothing but an inmembers are c
Visiting
flamed condition of the mucous surFOR RENT Three or six light
'
Peter Emenaker, G. faces.
dially invled.
rooms.
1011
Tilden
housekeeping
We will give One Hundred Dollars
K., Richard Devlne, F. 8
avenue. Telephone Main 254'
for any case of deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
I. O. O.
F, LAS VEGAS LODGE NO Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circulFOR RENT Strictly modern home;
1. Meets every Monday evening a; ars, free.
ideal location; elegantly furnished;
F. J. CHENEY & CO, Toledo, Ohio.
their
ba'l on Sixth street All visit
no sick people. See Cutler Broth
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
brethren
Invited
to
at
lng
oordially
ersv
Take Hall's Family Pills for constitend. J . D. Frldenstine, N. G.; pation Adv.
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood
FOR RENT For Elks only, a few
U 1
F. A. Wootsey, a brakeman at JackSecretary; Karl Werta, Treasurer
choice rooms in the New Elks
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
1
sonville, Texas, says: "I was down
Home.
with kidney trouble and rheumatism
so bad I could hardly get up, and had
F. Oi E. Meets first and third Tue
backache all the time, and was almost
day evenings each month, at Wooc tired of living. I saw an ad ot Foley
man hall. Visiting Brothers cor Kidney Pills and after taking one botPUBLIC SALE One black muley
I was better, and when I had takto attend. A. U tle
dially Invited
cow, branded OTO on left side, also
en two more I was thoroughly cured."
Adler, President; E. C, Ward. S
O. G; Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
one mouse colored burro, will be
Co. Adv.
House on Whlcft Curse Rests.
retary.
sold to the highest bidder at City
hall, October 26, at 10 s. m. Ben
trae. You will meet a death of vioColes, City Marshal,
lence, and your widow will be left to
-mourn alone."
" Get out with your
tales,"
said Schroers and laughed again.'
loa. or Mora, Eacn Delivery
zee per 1M Ike
said the gypsy.
Ibe. to
..." 5o per
"I read
Iba, Each Delivery
ijm
lea.
"The house that you build shall be a LOST
Eaot. Delivery
tS Ike. te 1,001
Mo per 1M Ika.
One large automobile , lamp,
house of ill luck. Beneath one of ths
B
lbs. to IS Iba, Each Delivery
43c per Ul lbs.
either on road between town ' and
trees that shades it there lies a body
Leas
Than M Ibe, Eaoh Delivery
I3 per 1f Iba.
Reor
on
mesa road.
one of my own tribe who was burled
Harvey dairy
turn to M. Biehl garage and recelvfe
there by the hands of his friends,
His spirit! cries out for vengeance and
reward.
Until
a peaceful, hallowed grave,
this is accomplished there Bhall be
Wm. A. Allen, Chacon.
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
N. Mex,
no rest for those who live here."
writes:
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
"My wife had a cough that
Schroers returned to his work whist- nearly choked her to death, the worst
Famaus Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
ling. If he ever thought of the gypsy I ever saw. We tried everything we
woman's prophecy he did not mentioa couia think ot but did her no good.
it to the girl he soon married, and By good luck I happened to get a bottook to live In, the new house. 'A few tle of Foley's Honey and Tar Com
mm
months later,, returning from St. pound and it helped her at once. It
is the best cough medicine I ever
Joseph one night, Schroers allowed heard
of. O. G. Schaefer and Red
his wagon to, tarry a moment too long
on the railway crossing almost Id Cross Drug Co. Adv.
front of his own gate. They picked
J. C. Ray, Wlnfield, Ala, says: "My
up his mangled body a hundred feet
away, and the wreck of his wagon father, T. J. Ray suffered with kidney
was scattered along the right of way, ana Diadaer trouble so bad he had
Use a catheter. Varlnna UMnAV ram
Tragedy has marked the place ever edies were tried without
result and
';
since.
finally we gave him Foley
Kidney
Pills. In three days he could pass
some
and
nti
water
fifth
tho
tin
Inn,.
BAD ROADS COST MILLIONS
WW
WUU
Classified ads. search out the people to
er needed a catheter. He continued
ohhose
who MIGHT BUY-- the
to use
enKidney Pills until
particular thing is worth
Farmers Lose That Amount Yearly
cured." O. G. Schaefer and Red
tirely
.
wiua-or
c.
Trumbo
says A.
That property you want to sell Is WORTH MOST
Cross Drug Co. Adv.
to some
kogee, Okla.
one who reads the ads. In this new.paper-a- nd
would
never
H. E. Archer, merchant ot Westhear of your property unless it were advertised
Denver, Col. A. C. Trumbo of Mus
here.
states:
over,
"My boy had
kogee, Okla., president of the trans severe Ala,
attacK or acute oroncnitis, so
Others, who read and answer ads, in this
Mississippi congress, which met in severe ha could not
newspaper Wa. V
out
of
bed
for
get
that
the
pro- a week.
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books,
Salt Lake City, declared
few doses of FoThe
first
ducers of agricultural products In ley's Honey and Tar relieved him
used machinery and furniture, article of
lose annually
usefuless of assAmerica
$250,000,000 and before we had given him the con
and musical instruments.
over their European neighbors through tents of one bottle, he was well. Fo
cost of transportation.
Is
ley's Honey and Tar Compound
As the classified ads. are read
by all possible buyers' of al
The solution of the problem, said kept continually In our house. It is
h
o. .G
Mr. Trumbo, is in good roads, a ques perfectly safe and effective."
come t0 be the
tion which he says the forthcoming Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
congress la going to make paramount, Adv.
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EL
DORADO
LODGE
NO.
1,
KNIGHTS
OF PYTHIAS Meets
munication
first and
every Monday errs
third Tharaday In auk
mug iu Castle HalJ,
VUiuriK Knights art
month. Vls!tlnK brothInvite
corriuiMy
ers cordially invited
N. o. Herman, W. M... B. K. Murray,
t. Llebact
a. tii. Chaneelloi
Secretary.
omuiander.
Harrj
M
Men "iti. Keeper
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY. NO. 2,
Kecords and Seei.
ssjp KNIQHT8 iZMPLAR
caad Tut
conclave
second aid
;
day In each momth at Ma B. P. O. ELKS Meets,
fourth Tuesday evenins, of each
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. C. D.
month Elks Home on Ninth street
Re
Boucher, 8. C; Chaa. Tamme,
"
and
Douglas avenue. Visiting broth-ercorder.
are cordially invited. P. D.
Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
LAS VESA 8 CHAPTER No. , ROYAL
Secretary.
eeavocARCH MASONS Basilar
tlom first Monday m eatn
moat at Maaoale Tem- L. O. O, MOOSE Meets second and
Xonrth Thursday evening each month
ple, at 7:S0 p. m. M. R.
at W. 0. W. hall- Visiting brothers
O.
T.
Williams,
P.;
Dr. H. W. Houf,
cordially Invited.
Blood. Secretary.
Dictator; J. Thornhill, Secretary.
NO

m

Pion-bulldl-

Notwith-

Kan., Sept
standing the enthusiasm which hase
always existed in Kansas for Theo-jdorRoosevelt, It is undeniable that
,hls strength as a presidential candidate ts decidedly waning throughout
Topeka,

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

V

IS REPUBLICAN

Roosevelt Strength Among Voter Is
Decreasing Perceptibly Through- out State.

Decline.

bnUn I unutm ainu kcuulak uinners
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

B.'-Me- ets

OF INDIANA

H Shows
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CAFF

t;;t.v?.v-.9es-ii5-

REDUCED RATES
For1 vault, cesspool and grease cup
sanitation, effective until December
X,

'

A

its curse.
The curse that hangs over the place
began before the house was built. It
had its inception when two young
gypsies, rivals for the hand of a
daughter of the tribe, fell out over
The
their love affairs and fought.
vanquished one stole up behind his
sleeping rival that night and plunged
a knife into his back. Then he went
toxthe king of the band and confessed
what he had done.
Whatever the motive which inspired
the king whether his heart was with
the murderer or whether he did not
want an investigation by the authorities he ordered that the body of the
Blaln man be taken to the knoll near
by and buried:
It was years later that Christopher
Schroers, a young farmer, building the
house 'to shelter the wife whom he
soon proposed to take, looked down
from the roof he was shingling to see
standing at the foot of his ladder an
aged gypsy crone. She expressed a
desire to tell his fortune.
"The fates are unkind," said the
gypsy dolefully, shaking her head.
" You are soon to be married. You
You
iream of a long life ahead.
think to gather with your children
and grandchildren about this place.
But In your hand 1 see naught but
trouble. : Your dreams will not come

PETER P. MACKEL

TBEjLOBBY REST Al' RANT AND

CHAPMAN

Mo. Built
St.
upon
Joseph,
the
unmarked grave of a murhouse
a
dered
little
wooer,
upon a lonely knoll near Sax-tostation, seven miles east of St.
Joe, Mo., a thing accursed and
shunned by those who know its history.
They fear the baleful influences which are said to surround it.
During the 12 years It has been
standing eight lives have been blotted
out by violent means, Illness and ill
fortune have followed the advent of
new tenants, the crops have failed,
while those on neighboring
farms
prospered and a sequence of misfortunes has dogged the footsteps of
those who have braved the place and
Bta-ud-

520-6t- h

WANT

Curse That Rests Oyer Place Near
St. Joseph, Mo., Had Its Inception When Two Rival Gypsies
Fouoht Over Girl.
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.wrs. un tne table a box stood, Us
lid thrown back.
jinged
-Medicine chest," said Burgess,
it. "And rum bottles aplenty,
comebody'a been sick, I shouldn't wonder."
The minister opened the door of one
The light
af tbe little staterooms.
which shone through tbe dirty and
window
tightly closed "bull's-eye- "
showed a tumbled bunk, the blankets
soiled and streaked. The smell was
stifling.
"Say,' fellers," whls'pered Thoph, "I
don't like this much myself. I'm for
zet;in' on deck where the air's better.
Somethin's happened aboard the craft,
somethin serious."
Charlie and Bill nodded an emphatic affirmative.
"Hadn't we better look about a lit-l- e
more?" asked Ellery. "There's an-

4

-- casacr

I

ox

C?alri.2tc

.j.PT

-irmuH
"!!

.,

I'liiLI,

.,.

if
'

'

j

us caii nuuia out. Slie
ihmx last evenia", dotjgli, asd she
tiiere now."

ther stateroom there."

any"il

Mw""

He opened the door of it as he
spoke. It was. If possible, in a worse
nrH ..t .Mm.
i,.;rL7'tn
"She ain't ti onlj- - fanny thing condition than the first And the odor
1War.'.?'1I sr'1- - wfim t tuwttt iwr along anore this mornin', naiher," an- - sas even more overpowering.
"Skipper's room," observed Burgess,
mar-""r. w:iw,-- ft, ;
peeping in. "And that bunk ain't been
slept in for weeks. See the mildew on
T-1
1 V
Easimait Dame-- I
Phew!
I'm. fair sick
hem clothes.
'C- to my stomach. Come out of this."
On deck, in the sunlight, they held
consultation.
another
ai1- iT?...,'11'- "ai tK
lars- - of
"Queerest business ever I see," ob
"''." r '" '''
mmiKBT. and
served Charlie. I never
"I see somethin' like it once," Interrupted BilL "Down in the Gulf 'twas.
I was on the old Fishhawk.
Eben
mwww is h,t-Salters' dad from over to. Bay port
t?
imt lli..73 fur er
skipped her. We picked up a West
MT
'nmt.mL Ems
tcjy schooner, derelict, abandoned
same as this one, but not anchored,
rhimum ir. aod aiorm.
of course. Teller jack was tbe trouST-iwntine a iener ro
m!
, Where
"ronry m rit.mM. to
ble aboard her and
you
- ?"
ciunnni of lie atrtvat ai. Xm.
bound. Thophr
"Goin' to take a squint at the fo'cas-tle- j
I
aril oir
.
replied Thecphilus, moving
Uvr-!- t
ijaW
TW WWU
In..:WT7TP with
The minister followed him.
The fo'castle hatchway was black
and grim. Ellery knelt and peered
down. Here there was practically no
light at all and the air was fouler
than that in the cJbia.
Cne of the Bunks Something
.
"See anything, Mr. Ellery?" asked
'
auu
umiitia,
rati aa wjuka aicra svr Sun- Stirred, Something Alive.
Thoph, looking over his shoulder.
But I
"No, I don't see anything.
nmineeti Tlieophnus Black, one
the
Ssiiermeiu "Charlie Burgess just come thought"
He seemed to be listening.
dat?' iter;
her- down, along asd he says there's a
8id you think?"
"What
ia iwiiub ni
to
ship's longboat hauled cp on the
aowir
r a ewtaiit tlnak
"Nothing. I "
& mile 'a a half t'other
"bout
Beach,
fu "mcatai Smajy
aim oirouga
spy s;aa.
"Hold on! you aint goin' down
aide the mouth of the berrin' crick yon: -- .i
matin Impomme der. Oars in, her and alL And she there, be you? I wouldn't. No tellin'
H
Siau (o with Si;m.
wr h baa
find. Well, all right.
ma Jauuar. wao wana ain't no boat that blongs round here." what you might
"su
I ain't curious.
Ill stay np here and
Captain Zeb, who had been inspect- you can
report."
ltrr
Gmr to ing the anchored vessel through the
uta. 5ti ameMU mat mi iovt
Ellery descended the almost perpenlowered the latter and
aim. nit
w ntn to dinon8B her spyglass
dicular ladder gingerly, holding on
"Blessed
she
don't
seemed
if
!w
oas
puzzled.
nu
mint
"ih tooil to hw.
gtisrnisn.
ima
tnm o saimi aomtt it. Elkanaa lock abandoned to me. Can't see a with both hands. At the foot he
-- rp
iHwn
th nwcnra
stopped and tried to accustom his eyes
"""""
Ebro owM sign f life aboard her."
a.ir ami jrtic.
to the darkness.
will
btn w n mm
anmr
"We
couldn't
said
neither,"
Thoph.
w :ti Jjrscsisn mii irif! him 'n ft "Wa was
so
A room perhaps ten, feet long,
thm exaitsnmit. at SZkanr-tjust cailatin' to go off to her
when Charlie come and told us about much he could make out The floor
like that of the cabin, with
dlen the longboat. I guess likely we can go strewn,
it'3 pretty nigh smooth as a heaps of clothing and odds and ends.
bow;
iJtbc
aiw wsii aomrr.
pond. Tau'U taie an car, won't you. More shapes of clothes hanging up
and swaying with the roll of the brig.
Noah?"
nb
the
A little window high up at the end,
welL
"I
can't
the
leave
My
Eght Terr
sne is m rrrarrr Nat.
wcr 3fcT??ir "??m wt to tr rr ie her wife went over to the village last black with dirt And cavltes, bunks
ia rows, along the walls. A horrible
trtt? mory of her swu
5sQ;t!J
irr?&is flntti a man wnu mmwi out to night. You and Charlie and Bill go, hole.
union .wuiua unmtt tntng; wnti wiu was r
Want to go, too, ZabT"
He took a step toward the center of
tr-- i
ir fya
ot at sea. and of t
'
"r v.'if. wnom ne canrmc marry'irr iivvt 'im
the
room, bending his head to avoid
ww
me
to
feet
made
j
inmtcnii
my
keep
allerr
lady
promise
-rthe fo'castle lantern. Then In
tn duty
m in lfvot'-on
hit,tms
"
honsso
fnrK
1
thn
Ien:
awi wmns to remaia aaii attend to iua cry
cne
of
the bucks something stirred,
Tou want to go, Jlr. ElleryT Lots
inns
something alive. He started violently,
'
t 0t roam-- "
nin
CT
controlled himself with an effort, and
Sat sails for
nt
Jliin-.itww "pars. K says be
The minister was tempted. The sea stumbled toward tbe sound.
't : em aaeied
!
a"t
3alTy
taways had a fascination for him and
"What is it ?" he whispered. "Who
j the
mastery of the strange ship was is it? Is anyone there?"
ami
tt
LH
s
at
CTAi"
"C"
nveue,
A groan answered him.
Then a
rwrwi !iia hw hue hen 'can at sva. j apeune- sure 1 won t Be m tae way j- a arts a setter wui hvr- bommhw
voice, weak and quavering, said:
on j
'raiw
Baid
nar'nt a s aiming it"?ai'S.
"No, no! 'course you won't,"
"Gimme a drink! Gimme a drink!
tne Hixxnnromia.
ist rtj rEyatiweg
Burgess. "Come right along. You set Can't none of you
devils
'.Camilmest rrim Ynnirttay
mind gettin
j in the bow, If you don't
me a drink?"
give
sprinkled once In a while. I'll steer
over the bunk. A man
He
and Thoph and Bill'II row. That'll be was stfoped
lying in it, crumpled into a dreadwe
If
need
one
dory.
enough far
ful heap. He stooped lower, looked,
more, we'll signal. Heave ahead."
saw the man's face,
and
Sa
3aartts
the
Wrtiatar
'it Whicn tti
The suersman, who was staring
There was a shout from the deck,
hard in the direction they were going,
or, rather, a yell. Then more yells
scowled.
running feet,
2: wa Cantaia Zit Jlayo who was i "Hamnhl" he grunted again.
"I j zni the sound ofscreamed
"Mr. Ellery!"
Burgess, at
The captain sat in his antique swan t man, fellers, I believe she ia
for the
"Six.
tbe
Ellery,
hatchway.
white
the
antique
assises OraTi br
abandoned!"
Almighty's sake, come up here! Come
Surse, and. was hailing the parsonage
"Rubbish!" panted Bill, twisting his out
of that this minute. Quick!"
tiirrmgi a. speaks tram pet formed br neck to look over his shoulder.
The minister knew what was com-- i
Huidiss twtiL hia- big hands- before his "'Course she ain't! Who'd abandon a
ir.g, was sure of it as he stepped to the
raratL.
craft such weather's this, and
foot
cf the ladder, had known It the
the
S.nL
Coffin,
anil
The- miaiatac
harbor only three hours run instant he saw
i
that face.
had
in
hia
hand,
Sarmer with. & nankin
"Mr. Ellery!" shrieked Burgess. "Mr.
from tie side door of the par--!
aud the Ellery, are you there?"
ter
down
hurry
mmae
put.
"Come up!" called Burgess, "Hurry!
fiti
rate.
tn
hia hand to his mouth, hailed.
the smallpox. The darned hookIt's
ting
the
esolitimtd
Goshen
"lUnd of
he roared. "Ahoy!"
ahoy!"
"Ship
rotten with it For God sakes,
er's
me
to
tell
mtean.
captain, "you don't
No reply
come quick!"
yon. ain't lane breakfast yet, and it
The dory slackened speed, turned in
He ran to the rail, yelling orders to
Elery. j obedience
aai- - wwat o'siQes- - Why,. Mr. the
to the steering oar, and slid Bill and Thoph, who were frantically
fish
Eatlona
Sparrow,
ail' you:
under the forequarter of the an- -' i
with the dory. Ellery began to
3ariler,.steiJEed nn to. our house a few chored vessel. Ellery, looking up, saw busy
climb the ladder. His head emerged
down
coma
Ha
s
just
minute ago.
her name In battered gilt letters above into the clean, sweet air blowing
Snm the shanties over on the shore his head the San Jose,
across the deck. He drew a breath to
by the Sgilt where tie wreck was,,
"Stand by, Thoph !" shouted Charlie. the very bottom of his lungs.
mt he says there's a
wm know
S'pose you can jump and grab her ' Then from behind and below him
" ' forecbaifls?
Hold her steady, Bill. came the voice again.
awrjamm on:
sues
ana
aour mue
uyln
Now. Thoph! That's the time!"
'.'Gimme a drink!" it wailed. "Gimme
re
down.
They
mux. sad anion
had jumped, seized the a drink of water. Ain't one of you
Thoph
to go
crew
boaf
together
A
jetnn'
cussed swabs got decency enough to
chains, and was scrambling aboard.
tnt her and ee what's the row. I'm ' moment later he appeared at the rail fetch me a drink?
I'm dyin' for a
my-'I
over
and
drive
thought
to
gmir'
amidships, a rope in his hand. The drink, I tell you. I'm dyin'!"
m U liite to gn aion"
The m:Eister"stood still, his feet on
dory was brought alongside and made
aT moment; later the minisr-- r. having
then one after the other the men the ladder. The three men by the rail
ifast;
da'!t!n
15111
dunned hia hat aai
in the boat climbed to the brig's deck. were working like mad, their faces
Ahoy!" yelled Burgess. "All bands livid under the sunburn and their
wn.lt am ijn.iea
tumble m, you lubbers! hands trembling. They pushed each
horse,
white
Ze'a.
The
ue Captain.
She Is abandoned, sure and other about and swore.
repeattrot
by
stimulated, into creuky
i"
Thoph and Bill sprang over the rail
'
aiannituts of the reins and roar.
boats into the boat. Burgess turned and
y' asserted Bill "Her
ami 'Cast Off!"
v?,7-'
..,,,1.
Gues3
that
explains beckoned to Ellery.
:are gone. Se?
mured, swing tlia sandy laae. the-- longboat on the beach. Charlie."
"Come on!" he called. "What are
beaen
on
tne
a
iOtiati
i
gnup
Th,;'but It don't ex- - j you waitin' for?"
Carlate it
o
tw
lobster
or
one
x
lsher3ia.
kft her Sh! ain.t
niam way
The minister remained where he
the llshtkeep-"xm- -t leuiin nonetuey
to speak of, that's sure. was.
mn 3iid wreckers,onand
the kaoU by the F.ides'3 light's a feather. Christmas!
gathered
"Are you sure " he faltered.
had a spyglass, and look at them decks; dirty hogs, who"Sure!
Blast it all! I found the
Voai-m-x- l
dorr wa ready for ever they was."
log. ,It ain't been kept for a fortnl't.
luunciiD
Thoph led the way aft. The cabin but there's enough. It's smallpox, I
VT'3f;n- is she, Jfoahr asked Capcompanion door was open and they tell you. Two men died of it three
weeks ago. The skipper died right
peered down.
-hrlsantine, Zeb," observed
Oin'j
Phw! sninea iiurgess. bne ain t afterwards. The mare
No wonder
the
spyglass.
she?
Is
corae
up
Well,
V.l'3 WWP, haading
coIogne cottle.
them that was left run away as, soon
Look's
the iintisn cuiura
on beiow and let's see what'li we see.
as they sighted land. Come or! Do
The c'abin was a "mess" as Bill you want to die, too?"
m Turk's Xalanda. But what she's ,?xpreg8e,i it. The floor was covered
From the poison pit at the foot of
oll- wjrh Sl.attered heaps of
dum" out there,, ancaoreu.
t.he ladder the man in the bunk called
sig iiin3 coats, empty bottles, and pa
once more.
vas hiwewd. and showin' distress
i?'weather Ilk this, is more'tt
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"Water!" he screeched.
"Water!
Are you goin' to leave me, you d n
cowards?"
"For Heaven Bakes!" cried Burgess,
clutching the rail, "what's that?"
Ellery answered him. "It's one of
them," he said, and his voice sounded
odd in his own ears. "It's one of tne
crew."
The minister turned. "Hush!" he
called. In answer to the voice, "hush!
Ill bring you water in a minute.
be added, "you and the rest go
ashore. I shall stay."
"TouH stay? You'll stay? With
that? You're crazy as a loon. Don't
be a fool, man! Come on! Well send
the doctor and somebody else some
one that's had it, maybe, or ain't
afraid. I am and I'm goin'. Don't be
a fool."
Thoph, from the dory, shouted to
know what was the matter. Ellery
climbed tbe ladder to tbe deck and
walked over to the rail. As be approached, Burgess fell back a few feet.
"Thoph," said the minister, addressing the pair in the dory, "there is a
He
sick man down in the forecastle.
has been alone there for hours, I suppose, certainly since his shipmates ran
away. If he is left longer without
help, he .ill surely die. Some one
must stay with him. You and tbe rest
row ashore and get the doctor and
whoever else you can. Ill stay here
till they come."
Thcph and his companions set up a
storm of protest. It was foolish, it
was crazy, the man would die anyhow,
and so on. They begged the minister
to come with them. But he was firm.
The oars dipped, bent, and the dory
moved off. Tha sound of the creaking
thole pins shot a chill through Ellery's
,,
veins. The water butts stood
not far from the open door of
the galley. Entering the latter he
found an empty saucepan.
This he
filled from the cask, and then, with it
in his hand, turned toward the black
hatchway. Here was the greatest test
of his courage. To descend that ladder, approach that bunk, and touch
the terrible creature in it, these were
the tasks he had set himself to do, but
could he?
L
The sick man was raving in delirium
when he reached him, but the sound
of the water lapping the sides of the
saucepan brought him to himself. He
seized Ellery by the arm and drank
and drank. When at last he desisted,
the pan was half empty.
The minister laid him gently back in
the bunk and stepped to the foot of
the ladder for breath. This made him
think of the necessity for air in the
place and he remembered the little
window. It was tightly closed and
rusted fast. He went up to tha deck,
found a marlin spike, and, returning,
broke the glass. A sharp, cold
draught swept through the forecastle,
stirring the garments hanging on the
nails.
An hour later, two dories bumped
against the side of the Sau Jose. Men,
talking in low tones, climbed over the
was one of them;
rail. Burgess
ashamed cf his panic, he had returned
to assist the others in bringing the
briganfine into a safer anchorage by
the inlet
Dr. Parker, very grave but businesslike, reached the deck among the first.
"Mr. Ellery," he shouted, "where
are you?"
The minister's head and shoulders
appeared at the forecastle companion.
"Here I am, doctor," he said. "Will
Bur-gess- ."

amid-Ehips-

you come down?"
The doctor made no answer in
words, but he hurried briskly across
the deck. One man, Ebenezer Capen,
an old fisherman and
from
EaBt Trumet, started to follow him,
but he was the only one. The others
waited, with Beared faces, by the rail.
"Get her under way and inshore as
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His tone rasped Ellery's shaken
nerves.
"Of course I was," he snapped Irritably. "I'm not an idiot"
"Humph! Well, all right; I beg your
pardon. But you oughtn't to have done
it Now you'll have to be quarantined.
And who in thunder I can get to stay
with me in this case is more than I
know. Just say smallpox to this town
and it goes to pieces like a smashed
egg. Old Eh Capen will help, for he's
had it, but it needs more than one."
"Where are you going to take
him?" pointing to the moaning occupant of the bunk.
"To one of tbe empty fish shanties
on the beach. There are beds there,
such as they are, and the place Is secluded. We can burn it down when
the fuss is over."
"Then why can't I stay? I shall
have to be quarantined, I know that.
Let me be the other nurse. Why
should anyone else run the risk? I
have run it I'll stay."
,
Dr. Parker looked at him. "Well!"
he exclaimed. "Well! I must say,

'

inated a candidate for governor of
South Carolina where for many years
there lias been but one staate ticket
the democratic. In Wisconsin the so

cialist ticket appears under the name
of the social democratic part)', to
conform with the election Iawi of the
state. In Minnesota, for a similar reason, the socialist party appears at
the ballot as the public ownership par-tv- .
In many ol the s'ltes proposed con
stitutional amendments, laws, iucy- tions, or propositions villi be voted
upon. Oregon, Kansas, Arizona, Wn
consin and Michigan will vote on a.
the
proposed amendment to give
franchise to women. Colorado has a
long list of proposed new laws to be
passed upon by the voters, and Okla
homa will decide the troublesome
question as to whether the state capital shall be Guthrie or Oklahoma

City.
Many of the states will elect legisyoung man, that you've got Humph!
All right, Mr. Ellery; I'm much latures that will have the naming ol
United States senators. A total of
obliged."
33 seats n the United States senate
will be at stake in the election. Of
(To Be Continued)
these 18 are now occupied by repub
licans and 13 by democrats. Two vacancies, caused
by the death o
Charles J. Hughes of Colorado and
the enforced retirement of William
Larimer of Illinois, hiing the total
tip to 33.

MANY TICKETS

THE FIELD FOR
ELECTION

SITUATION IS MORE COMPLICATED THIS YEAR THAN EVER
BEFORE

Here is a woman who speaks from
personal knowledge and long experience, viz., Mrs. P. H. Brosan, of Wilson, Pa., who says, "I knaw from experience that Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy ts far superior to any other.
For croup there is nothing that excels it." For sale by all dealers
Adv.

Washington, Oct 23. One week
from next Tuesday the voters in the
18 states of the Union will
express 4

their preferences for
vice president of the
In 46 of these states
in the next congress

president and
United States.
representatives
the Sixty-thir- d
will be named. Twenty-nin- e
states
will vote for governors and
other
state officers and in a half a dozen
others minor state officials are to be
elected.
Maine, Vermont, Arkansas
and Georgia have held their state
elections, but the two latter states,
will, on November 5, elect representatives in congress. Maine and Vermont have already chosen their congressmen as well as state officers.
The states that will elect governors
are Colorado, Connecticut Delaware,

"

FOOTBALL

NOTES

4

4

End Rush Vlnal, of Williams, produced some real football in the
game.
Hill, left guard, who weighs 181
pounds, is the heaviest man in the
Carlisle Indians lineup this fall.
Work on Yale's .new football stadium and clubhouse is to be started
within the next few weeks.
McGulre, of the Harvard eleven, is
showing more activity at right guard
than he did before he was hurt
Swarthmore gained 2G3 yards by

rushlng against Pennsylvania, 'the
Quakers' plays from scrimmage covFlorida, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, ering 153 yards only.
Clarence Weymouth,
Yale's old
Michigan,
Kansas, Massachusetts
Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, Nal gridiron star, is officiating in the
raska. New Hampshire, New York, football games being played in WashNorth Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio. ington, Baltimore and Annapolis.
Harvard has been doing little with
Rhode Island, South Carolina, South
the
direct pass for rushing from
Utah.
Dakota,
Tennessee, Texas,
Washington, West Virginia and Wis- scrimmage this fall. Yale and Princeton, however, have been using the
consin.
The electoral disputes arising be- direct pass frequently, but with no
tween the regular republicans and the especially good results.
football player
Spanking a
progressives have been Bettled 1:1
sounds like kidding, but at Cornell
all
states.
Confu
of
the
practically
sion still exists, however, in regards it is no joke. At Ithaca the coaches
tu some of the state tickets. Straitht have a large paddle within easy
and when a- - player starts to
republican tickets have been named reach,
in all of the states, excepting one or loaf, "whackety bang" goes the pad
two in the south. The democrats dle on the laggard.
have tickets in all of the states in
which elections are to be held. The
new third party has put up a separBASEBALL NOTES.
ate ticket in all of the states In which
the regular republican nominees were
not satisfactory to the 'progressives"
fcri'to,fe'fct'fc'fc'i-'fe'fc''fe'te'tir'i- t
The socialists have named candidates
Big Ed Reulbach, the Cubs' great
and other state offi- Clinger,
for governor
pitched regular championship
cers in 27 states. The prohibition ball in the
Chicago city series.
party has complete state tickets in 2t
In signing Mordecai Brown to manstates. In addition, tickets of the age the Colonels, it looks as if the
socialist labor, independence, popul- Louisville owners have copped the
ist and other minor parties will ap- right party.
pear on thei ballots in some of the
Two famous .400 hitters of former
,,
states.
,
days, Hugh Duffy and Jesse Burkett,
The progressives, socialists and were pals once more during the champrohibitionists have nominated candi- pionship games.
dates for congress in many districts,
The Three-- I league Moguls have anand in others labor unions or feder- nounced April 24 as the opening date
ations have indorsed democrats or re- and Labor Day for the closing games
to ba for next season.
publicans who are believed
favorable to their cause.
In purloining 116 sacks during the
The progressives have named com- past season Ralph Meyers, of the
plete tickets for governor and othrfr Spokane Northwestern league team
state officers in Colorado, Connecti- has. established a
reccut, Delaware, Florida, Idaho,
ord.
Massachusetts,
Indiana, Iowa,
President James Gaffney, of the
Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Mon- Boston Nationals, is cleaning house.
tana, New Hampshire, New York, He will have a new manager, a new
North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio. secretary and new players for next
Rhode Island, Texas, Utah, and Wash- season.
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Dr. Parker Looked at Him.

soon as you can," ordered Dr. Parker.
"Ebenezer, you can help. If I need
you below, I'll call."
The minister backed down the' lad.
der and the doctor followed him. Par- ington.
The socialist party has complete
ker bent over the bunk for a few moments in silence.
state tickets in Colorado, Connecti
"He's pretty bad," he muttered. cut, Delaware, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana,
"Mighty little chance. Heavens, what Iowa, Kansas, Massachusetts, Michia den! Who broke that window?"
Montana,
Minnesota, Missouri,
"I did," replied Ellery. "The 'air gan,
New
New
Nebraska,
Hampshire,
down here was dreadful."
The doctor nodded approvingly. "1 York, North Carolina, North Dakota,
gue-g- i
so," he said. "It's bad enough Ohio, Rhode Island, South Carolina,
nov. We've got to get this poor fellow South Dakota, Texas, Utah, Washing- out of here as soon as we can or he'll ten, West Virginia and Wisconsin.
die before tomorrow. Mr. Ellery," he
named
have
The prohibitionists
added sharply, "what made you do
for governor and other
candidates
this? Don't you realize the risk you've
state officers in Connecticut, Dela
ran?"
one
"Some
had to do it. You are ware, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,
Michigan,
Massachusetts,
Kansas,
running the same risk."
"Not just the same, and, besides, Minnesota, Missouri, New Hampshire
it's my business. Why didn't you let New York, Ohio, Rhode Island, South
some one else, some one we could
Dakota Nebraska, Texas, Washingspare
Humph! Confound it, man!
Wisconsin.
didn't you know any better! Weren't ton, West Virginia and
have nom- this
socialists
year
The
you afraid?"
-

A new Central

league of eight,

in-

stead of twelve clubs, will probably
be former with the following cities
in the circuit: Grand Rapids, South
Bend, Fort .Wayne, Springfield, Dayton, Youngstown, Canton and Erie.
Just to show how the advance dope
on the world's series ran for Sweeney: Youngi Forrest Cady proved to
be a better backstop than' the veteran
Bill Carrigan; the star outfield of the
Red Sox had nothing on the GiantB'
gardeners; "Red" Murray came back
and was there with the wallop;
Yerkes, of the Sox, didn't blow up as
was predicted; Bedient, the unknown,
pitched his way into the baseball hall
of fame and fleine1 Wagner upset
the dope by playing the best ai- around game of any player in either
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A becoming arrangement for
the)
hair is a very important feature of the
bride's altar getup, and this naturally
includes the right draping of the v ii;
so it would be ridiculous to claim tl.at
.
any one style of coiffure is to be
for the lines of hairdretsin- - must conform to the size of the head, the cut
of the features and the height of tiia
bride. But, for the most part,
is done on a very elaborate
the rr.st
scale, and to accomplish
structures piled upon heads many f.::
pieces are needed. These go under
names too numerous to mention, but
the bang, the switch, the psyche p.i.T.
the cluster puff, the transfoi nii.t:ou
and the pin curl are some fain. liar
titles. In buying any of i,iese piece
by mall, the bit is matched to a
of hair from that part of the hMl
where the false piece would be worn.
Phus bangs and transformations are
matched to the front hair, switches
are judged by the tints of the bade
ahir, and so on. The reason for this
particularity is that naturally colored
hair is of many tones, and these seem
to dispose themselves over the hair
as they see fit; wherefore it is easy
enough to tell dyed false hair at a
glance, for the changing tones of the
natural color cannot be imitated. So
dyed false hair is without the com- mercial value of the false pieces in
natural colors, and when the tint required Is a rare one the false fixing
is still dearer. All those shades of
brown which have a drablike tint,
Titian red, reddish gold and golden
and white blonde are dearer than othi
usi-d-

hair-dressi-

er colors.
A very handsome hair arrangement
for the bride who is not too tall that
is, much taller than the average woman is called the "coronation," this
lending itself most charmingly to tha
lace veil put on in cap fashion, as la
shown by the bride of the fashion p!o
tures. For this style, which Is rathei
intended to give a little height to thd
figure, the hair Is parted In the middle'
and two braids are carried around the:
head to form a large knot, showing
from the front view of the head. This
knot gives the support needed for the
mop arrangement of the veil, which ia
fastened to it with a wreath, of orange
blossoms, the lace border of the veil
falling about the face in a shaped
frill. Such veils, be It understood
those with lace borders are more
widely trimmed at the bofiom and
sides than at the top, bo the lightly;
trimmed and narrower end is shaped
as it should be for a pretty fall about
the sides of the face. With the "cor
onation" coiffure a ribboa is often
worn about the braided knot, this end
ing in a bow without ends at the side
For classic, statuesque types lace veils
are far more becoming than those of
tulle, which seem rather to belong to
youthful brides of eaucy or demura
j
types.
For the bride who is much below tha
average height, the hair is always
,
the knot
piled at the top of
often taking a pointed form, which is,
of course, emphasized by a cunning
massing of the lace or tulle veil worn.
The bang will be a salient feature
of the coiffure of every girl who caa
wear the forehead fringe, but the bang
is the merest cobweb, and it is slightly waved or left straight, as suits tha
face. The fringe is also quite short,
and when it seems unadvisablo to cut
the natural hair for it, the little piece,
delicately woven to a silk thread, is
bought in false shape for about seventy-five
cents. A narrow, ventilated
and naturally curly bang of "convent
hair" in every shade is sold for a dollar and a half, and where the forehead
is very high, and the face thin, thia
is very softening to the features.
The smartest tendency of all coiffures is toward a distinct flatness of
the top of the head, where the hair
is parted at the middle or at one side;!
from the parting, wherever disposed,
the side locks go back with a lightk
waving, and the large knot of braids,
or puffs and curls is placed hight
enough to show all the nape of that
neck, and besides, elongates the back!
of the head to a great extent. Thi
flatness of the top and rear extension
gives the head a very lovely contour
and if the face needs the softening oil
little curls they are put in many
places at the nape of the neck, below
or above the ears, or else in tha round:
or pointed rear knot As to the
once done at the sides and under the back hair, it is still a feature)
of the coiffure's waxen ladles, but i:
by no means so conspicuous on huma;
heads. The undulations admired arej
wide and loose, as if the waving vrerei
natural, for this method certainly give
a very legitimate look to the artificiality.
Ornaments for the bride's colffuro
are numerous enough, some very splendid bandeaux of pearls being seen, aa
well as pearl combs and barrettes and
pins. But if the veil Is to cover tha
whole head, as It generally does, tha
ornaments had better be of shell la
the color of the hair, as in this way.
they will not conflict with the half ob
whole wreaths and the separate knot
of orange blossoms, used upon plnj
for fastening on the veil.
the-head-

deep-wavin-
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